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Das tiefste und erhabenste Gefühl, dessen wir fähig sind, ist das Erlebnis des
Mystischen. Aus ihm allein keimt wahre Wissenschaft. Wem dieses Gefühl
fremd ist, wer sich nicht mehr wundern und in Ehrfurcht verlieren kann, der
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The observation of mysterious phenomena in space, such as dark matter, dark
energy or the big bang, requires science to find a fundamental connection
between microscopic quantum world and the largest scales of the universe.
Astroparticle physics is a discipline, which sees particles as one of the carriers
of information about distant astrophysical sources where they were created
and accelerated. A number of processes, which occur during the transport
of particles through space and matter on the way to the Earth obscure the
information about their sources, but in turn encode some additional properties
of the space in between. In the latest interaction our atmosphere acts as a dense
propagation medium and detector at the same time, adding more challenges
to the investigation of the particle’s history.
Although the transport happens on astrophysical time and distance scales,
each particle undergoes microscopical particle physics processes that can be
studied to some extent in laboratory conditions. This allows us to model phe-
nomena, which we believe to understand, at high precision to avoid introducing
additional uncertainties due to our calculation methods, for example. How-
ever, some parts of particle physics are far from being completely understood
and in fact, this discipline still suffers from a lack of consistent description
from first principles. Complex models of hadronic interactions, which describe
the creation of secondary particles when two hadrons collide, try to merge phe-
nomenology with theory and create different scenarios about processes at scales
of the weak and strong force. Indeed there is enough room for coexistence of
multiple scenarios or multiple models, since each experiment shows only a little
slice of the entire phase-space, leaving bigger gaps in the knowledge.
The aim of this thesis is to study the interface between these two worlds, the
microscopic world of particle interactions and the macroscopic world of particle
transport. The most nearby particle cascades at high energies and larger scales
are extensive air showers in the atmosphere of the Earth. They are well studied
in the context of cosmic ray physics with a good coverage of measurements. In
particular leptons, which are created in decays of secondary particles, reflect
the history of the shower development and contain a significant fraction of
information about hadronic interactions.
I researched possibilities to increase the level of detail of the calculation
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method with the aim to study the role of hadronic interactions and short-lived
particles in greater detail. By introducing a new matrix form of the coupled
hadronic cascade equations, many details of hadronic interactions can be pre-
served in the calculation. This form makes it convenient to discuss numerical
properties, such as stability and stiffness, and helps to identify and eliminate
performance bottlenecks, resulting in a dramatical increase in calculation speed
without sacrificing precision. The efficiency of this solver opens new perspec-
tives in studying the role of hadronic interactions in atmospheric cascades and
allows for investigations of contributing hadron species and the phase-space,
relevant for inclusive lepton production. A significant limitation is the pre-
cision of interaction models, resulting in large uncertainties in phase-space
regions where no accelerator measurements exist. One possibility to study
hadronic interactions from the perspective of atmospheric lepton observations
is presented that makes use of the new calculation method.
The demand for higher precision of interaction models is also tackled from
a microscopical particle physics point of view. I studied and improved the
Monte Carlo event generator Dpmjet-III by reviewing its performance with
respect to an extensive set of experimental data including the LHC. The ap-
pearance of a specific curvature in charged-particle multiplicity distributions
lead to an investigation about the form of the elastic scattering amplitude,
raising questions about the relevance of the black disk limit at LHC energies.
The connection between the scattering amplitudes and the underlying par-
tonic picture is studied in the eikonal framework that is an integral part of
Dpmjet-III and many other minimum-bias event generators.
Although Dpmjet-III contains sophisticated physical models, it is techni-
cally not well suited for Monte Carlo particle cascade codes, since the generator
did not support alternating projectile-target combinations, and because the
model was not well studied at high energies, physically and technically. Re-
moving this limitation would reduce uncertainties in particle transport codes
dealing with interactions of hadrons and nuclei, such as FLUKA that is actively
employed in future high-energy collider development like the upgrades of the
LHC and the future circular collider (FCC). In addition, bringing Dpmjet-III
into air-shower simulators like CORSIKA or astrophysical simulations would
enable a better modeling of nuclear effects, on one hand, and on the other
hand reduce other uncertainties which arise from the need to combine models
spanning distinct energy ranges. In contrast to most competing programs,
Dpmjet-III is one of the few models that is capable of generating events at
energies close to the particle production threshold up to the highest cosmic
ray energies.
The improvements of the program at high energies were achieved by modi-
fying the behavior of the hard QCD cross-section, new parton density function,
global fits to cross-section data and general re-tuning. The preliminary ver-
sion has been compared with an extensive set of collider and fixed target data








Hadronic interactions of high energy cosmic rays with air nuclei produce ex-
tensive cascades of secondary particles. The electromagnetic component of
electrons and γ-rays dissipates its energy in form of bremsstrahlung and pair
production. In a particle cascade, hadrons can either interact, producing a
Exclusive Inclusive
Figure 2.1: Exclusive air-shower calculation from a full Monte Carlo simulation
(left) and inclusive fluxes calculated numerically in this work (right).
sub-cascade similar to the original one but at lower energy. Or they can decay
into leptons or other hadrons. Since leptons interact very weakly with the
atmosphere, they reflect the history of the air-shower development and easily
reach down to the surface. The right panel of Figure 2.1 demonstrates this
effect by the monotonic increase of the muon and neutrino particle density.
In an exclusive calculation, one is interested in modeling realistic final states
according to a single realistic initial state. A Monte Carlo program seems to
be the most reasonable simulation method, because by using random num-
bers it can generate an infinite number of shower topologies and also employ
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detailed physical models of sub-leading processes, such as multiple scattering.
The high degree of realism is on the other hand a drawback of the Monte
Carlo calculation, since the history of every particle has to be traced, and
there are billions of particles in a high energy particle shower. Due to the
requirements on computing time and storage, one has to deal with a limited
number of repetitions constraining the achievable precision. Rare processes or
subtle signatures might therefore be smeared out by the statistical error.
In cosmic ray experiments, volumetric or planar detectors at the surface
measure incoming particles over a certain range of time. Because the atmo-
sphere can not be instrumented, the reconstruction of an exclusive final state
from observations is impossible. What is instead possible, is to measure a
fraction of the surviving particles at the surface and sometimes the dissipated
electromagnetic energy using fluorescence detectors (calorimetry). With the
aid of Monte Carlo simulations, the experiments aim to reconstruct from these
sparse observations the evolution of the particle shower. The typical goal is to
arrive at the initial state, the incoming cosmic ray particle energy and mass.
On the other hand, it is not the ultimate goal of an experiment to recon-
struct one shower. The observations are usually integrated over a longer time
frame, to derive an inclusive observable, such as the spectrum or the composi-
tion of the flux of cosmic rays [40]. In the measurement of the cosmic ray flux,
the experiment is integrating over all possible final states and intermediate
states to arrive at a distribution of initial states.
In neutrino or muon experiments the goal is often different. When a de-
tector measures a single or a bundle of particles, one typically wants to know
what the probability for the creation of this particle in a rare process is (like
decay of charmed hadrons), or from which initial cosmic ray energy it might
come. These experiments are therefore more interested in the final state by
integrating over all initial and intermediate states.
So, depending on what the goal of the cascade calculation one has to choose
appropriate methods and combine techniques which result in exclusive or in-
clusive predictions. In this work the attention lies on the efficient and detailed
calculations of inclusive observables by using cascade equations.
2.1 Cascade Equations
















The units cm and GeV are chosen according to conventions in the inclusive
lepton community rather than the typical m and TeV of the cosmic ray com-
munity.
It is convenient to write the cascade equation in the slant depth variable





For homogeneous media this equation further simplifies to the simple expres-
sion for depth X = lρ. In the case of the atmosphere the relation between l
and the slant depth is not so trivial. More details about the Earth’s spherical
geometry and atmosphere are discussed in section 2.2.2.
With these conventions the transport of hadrons through a medium at high



































The index h = π+, π−, K+, ... represents one specific type of particles. The
sink terms (2.4a) and (2.4b) model the absorption of particles due to interac-
tions with air nuclei or their loss due to decay into other types of particles.
The continuous energy loss term Eq. (2.4c) represents processes such as ioniza-
tion and radiative losses. For ultra-relativistic particles these losses take values
between several MeV/(g/cm2) up to a few hundreds MeV/(g/cm2). With re-
spect to the energies for which the following calculations are valid (> 50 GeV),
the term (2.4c) is at most sub-leading. For the low energy content of very
inclined cascades, where particles can traverse up to O(1e5) g/cm2, the energy
loss can not be neglected. Also some processes which involve photons and
produce muons in the final state are neglected throughout this work. At very
high energies the pair production of muons γ → µ+µ− contributes to a very
small fraction of the flux [83]. Also, a part of the interaction cross section can
be attributed to photo-hardronic interactions, in particluar electro-magnetic
disociation resulting in hadrons in the final state.
The source terms (2.4d) and (2.4e) are responsible for the couplings between
the individual cascade equations. The flux of particles h at a certain depth
is either fed by secondaries from interactions of other hadrons or by daughter
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products from decays of unstable particles. The lower limit of the integral is
motivated by energy conservation, since only those "mother" particles with a
E ≥ Eh can contribute.





It varies slowly with energy driven by the inelastic (or particle production)
cross-section. Its values for different species of hadrons are of the same order





can vary by orders of magnitude. The life-time τ is dilated for this ultra-
relativistic case, introducing the proportionality to the energy E in the lab-
oratory frame. Another reason for the variation is due to the value of the
particle’s life-time itself.
Figure 2.2 draws a clear picture. The dashed line in the log-log plot repre-
sents the interaction length and which compared to the other lines is nearly
constant. The boost dependence is visible in the linear dependence of λhdec on
E. The two lightest charged hadrons, π± and K±, have similar decay lengths.
But for heavy-flavor hadrons, such as D-mesons or ΛC-baryons, the life-time
is five orders of magnitude smaller compared to that of charged pions. At high
energies the short life-time is compensated by the relativistic boost.
The cross-over, where λint ≈ λdec, naturally separates the particle cascade
into two regimes, a low-energy or decay dominated and a high-energy, inter-







and takes values of, for example, 115 GeV for p = π±, 850 GeV for p = K± for
a typical scale height of 6.5 km in isothermal planar atmopsheres. Charmed
mesons typically reach this point at several PeV. Typically this feature is used
to construct two limits in which the cascade equations can be solved analyti-
cally [65, 95]. As the lower plot in Figure 2.2 demonstrates, the critical energy
is not a constant and varies as a function of the density.
In the case of zero particle couplings cl(El)→h(E) and dl(El)→h(E) and negligible
energy loss at high energies, each equation is a homogeneous linear first order
differential equation where the solutions have simple exponential forms. The
couplings, either due to inelastic hadronic interactions of hadrons with air or
due to the decay in hadronic or (semi-)leptonic final states, link the evolution
of different species h and thus increase subsequently the order of the system.



































Figure 2.2: (top) Interaction and decay lengths. (bottom) Critical energy for
kaons as a function of the altitude for a vertical trajectory.










BRi denotes the branching ratio for a decay channel i. Note that decays are
Lorentz invariant and thus do not have explicit energy dependence.
2.1.1 Hadron solutions
Let us try to explore the equation and find approximate solutions for fluxes of
hadrons, without requiring too much knowledge about the "ingredients" of a
detailed calculation.
In the simplest case we ignore geomagnetic and anisotropy effects and as-
sume that the hadronic cascade is initiated at the top of the atmosphere by
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isotropically distributed cosmic ray nucleons. A classical parametrization is a
power-law source flux, governed by single differential power-law index γ [65]
Φnucleons = Φ0E
−γ, γ = 2.7. (2.10)
For a while we neglect the contribution of other hadrons and try to derive a
solution for protons in air. We restrict ourselves to high energies and neglect














Since protons are the only particle species, there is just one coupling integral
and obviously no decay terms. In analogy to approximation A of electromag-
netic cascade theory, we assume that the solutions factorize in an X dependent
part and a power-law behavior in E
Φp(E,X) = Ap(X)E
−γ. (2.12)
Neglecting the energy dependence of the interaction length, we insert this


























and 0 < x < 1 (2.14)
i.e. it is independent of the interaction energy. Substituting the energy fraction




























a neat method to express particle production in a cascade with a single number.
The effective attenuation length Λ is the interaction length enhanced by the
re-generation fraction, since protons can again produce protons in interactions.

















+ S(p→ p, E),
(2.18)
where S is the shortcut notation for the particle production source term.
Let us introduce one additional particle species and look on the influence
























One can guess that the complications due the couplings become uncomfortable
for more than 4-5 charge separated species. Solutions for this form can only be
found by introducing additional approximations, such as neglecting the pro-
duction of protons by pions S(π → p) = 0, and by considering the corner cases
where either the decay or the interaction term can be neglected. The solution
for the pion-proton cascade in the low energy limit, where pion interactions






In the high energy limit where λint,π  λdec,π(E,X) the decay terms can be
















Semi-analytical solutions have been subject of books [65] and detailed publi-
cations, such as [95, 44, 93].
2.1.2 Decays and lepton production


















+ . . .
(2.23)
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The muon flux is driven by two source terms, the decays of charged pions and
kaons. The decay Z-factors ZD have been introduced by P. Lipari in [95] in











as the sum over all contributing branching ratio times the spectrum weighted








Figure 2.3: Quasi-collinear decays in boosted frame.
x. As illustrated in Figure 2.3 at sufficiently high energy (E  M) all decay
products are moving collinearly to the trajectory of the incoming particle.
The calculation of the decay x-distribution can be performed analytically
for simpler cases, such as for some 2-body decays and 3-body decays, see
for example [65, 95, 105]. The other method, which is employed throughout
this work, is to use a Monte Carlo program and compute the distributions
numerically. This approach takes matrix elements properly into account and











in Figure 2.4 demonstrate how the energy is shared in decays and also the rate
at which leptons occur in the final state (compare y-axis value).
Although the approach is technically straight forward, some special care has
to be taken regarding chained decays in the definition what a stable particle
is. For example, in the decay channel Γ1: D∗(2010)+ → D0π+ [106], is the D0
a stable particle? It will usually decay immediately, unless the energy is so
high that it can survive for hundreds of meters in air and becomes attenuated
by interactions. In the end, the choice depends on the goal, level of detail
and energy range of the calculation and it is just pointed out here that the
values of Z and ZD are not universal and depend on what one considers as a
short life-time. The convention in cosmic ray physics is to declare all particles
with a proper life-time longer than cτK0S = 2.68 cm as the mother mesons of
conventional atmospheric leptons, and the rest as the origin of prompt leptons.
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Figure 2.4: Examples of inclusive decay spectra, calculated from Pythia 8
Monte Carlo [128] and the tool PythiaDecays (see A.5).
Table 2.1: Dominant production channels of atmospheric leptons [106]
conventional decays branching ratio
µ− → e−ν̄eνµ 100 %
π+ → µ+νµ 99.99 %
K+ → µ+νµ 63.55 %
K0e3: K0L → π±e∓νe 40.55 %
K0µ3: K0L → π±µ∓νµ 27.04 %
K+e3: K+ → π0e+νe 5.07 %
K+µ3: K+ → π0µ+νµ 3.35 %
prompt decays branching ratio
D+ → K̄0µ+νµ 9.2 %
D0 → K−µ+νµ 3.3 %
D+s → τ+ντ 5.55 %
τ− → µ−ν̄µντ 17.41 %
τ− → e−ν̄eντ 17.83 %
η → µ+µ−γ 3.1× 10−4
For completeness the dominant production processes are listed in Table
2.1. The left table lists the channels of so called conventional leptons. Their
mother particles live long enough to travel through the air for a while before
they decay. The right table lists the leptonic decay channels of very short lived
mesons. As it will be discussed in section 5.2 the competition between their
production cross-section, small branching ratios and atmospheric absorption
can make rare particles the dominant source.
2.2 Increasing the level of detail
The previous section explored the cascade equations in a basic way to ar-
rive at some analytic understanding of the basic physics. When discussing
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the hadronic cascade in section 2.1.1 it should have become clear, that semi-
analytical solutions can only be obtained by doing numerous approximations.
The goal of this chapter is to study the "ingredients" of a realistic calculation
on a deeper level. The goal of the following sections is to provide a more
detailed view on the flux of cosmic rays, the atmosphere, the geometry and
finally on hadronic interactions.
2.2.1 The flux of cosmic rays
Measurements
Energy      (eV/particle)
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Figure 2.5: All particle spectrum as measured by ground based arrays. The
data points are compiled according to the summary plot (28.8) in [106]. The
lines represent are obtained from parameterizations given in the text. Figure
by R. Engel.
The observed primary cosmic-ray flux covers a particle energy range from
below 109 eV up to several 1020 eV. In order to perform measurements over 12
orders of magnitude in energy, a variety of different detection methods is used.
Below ∼ 100 TeV particle energy, air-borne and satellite experiments such as
AMS [22], PAMELA [15], ATIC-2 [109], CREAM [20, 21] and TRACER [31],
directly measure particle energy and mass. Above ∼ 100 TeV, the cosmic-
ray flux becomes too small and must be detected indirectly by large ground-
based air-shower arrays, either by detecting secondary particles at ground or
by measuring fluorescence light in air or combinations of both. The fact that
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primary particles can only be observed indirectly by detecting portions of the
induced air-shower makes it more difficult to measure the exact properties of
the primary cosmic-ray spectrum. A number of very large surface arrays have
been built to observe cosmic-rays up to about 1020 eV.
The direct measurements provide the most unbiased results on cosmic-ray
spectrum and composition, and great progress was made the past years. In
particular, recent observations by CREAM [21] show an overall harder helium
spectrum as compared to protons and, mainly, a flattening of their spectral
index at about 230 GeV/nucleon. This result was confirmed by PAMELA [15]
and it is consistent with the latest AMS results [17]. This flattening of the
cosmic-ray spectrum could be an effect of particle propagation through the
Galaxy or of acceleration in their sources.
The indirect measurements have provided the observation of cosmic-ray
spectrum at the knee region (which is at about 3× 1015 eV, where it steepens
from ∼ E−2.7 to ∼ E−3) and up to the highest energies. Measurements by
KASCADE-Grande [26] indicated that at energies of the knee the composition
becomes heavier, in general agreement with the notion of rigidity-dependence.
The highest energy cosmic-rays above the so-called ankle at 3 × 1018 eV are
expected to be of extragalactic origin due to the high level of isotropy, which
would not be present for Galactic sources. There is an ongoing dispute re-
garding the composition of the cosmic ray flux at ultra-high energies. The
measurements of the Pierre Auger observatory support a heavy composition
while the Telescope Array excludes a heavy composition [10, 1]. The incon-
sistency between these two observations stems presumably from inaccuracies
of hadronic interaction models and we can hope that improved models and
more sophisticated data analysis methods will resolve this discrepancy in near
future.
Flux parameterizations
In order to have a good description of the expected atmospheric lepton flux aris-
ing from cosmic-ray interactions in the Earth’s atmosphere, a careful parametriza-
tion of the cosmic-ray composition is necessary. The typical picture for cosmic-
ray acceleration is based on the idea by B. Peters [110], where each source class
can only accelerate up to a maximum rigidity. Each mass group can reach a
maximum energy, after which its population quickly drop. Several current












In this equation m represents the element or the mass group such as H, Fe
or CNO. The model can be built up of several classes of accelerators j (gen-
erations), represented by different maximum characteristic rigidities Rc up to
which they can accelerate. The normalization a and the spectral index γ de-
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pend on many details of the acceleration process, the density of (potential)
sources etc., but they can also be obtained from fits to data.
In this work three models are of particular interest. The model H3a in [66] is
based on ideas by M. Hillas. The knee and ankle are the consequence of three
components, a galactic component A (Super-Nova remnants), another galactic
component B (presumably young pulsars) and an extragalactic component C
(presumably AGNs). In this model the parameters are adjusted to CREAM
data at lower energies and to the majority of high energy observations. A
second alternative version H4a contains only protons in the extragalactic com-
ponent C. The model considers five mass groups (H, He, CNO, Mg-Si, Fe).
The other model GST-3 and GST-4 [69] is based on the same ideas, but
attempts to reproduce more features of the indirect measurements, such as the
"second knee" in KASCADE-Grande and IceTop data. The parameter values
are determined in a fit rather than by adjustment. GST-4 is an alternative
version with four generations and a purely protonic composition above the
knee.
The last model is an older parameterization [67], which we call GH. This
model has been derived mostly from balloon measurements and tries to de-
scribe the data up to several tens of TeV, without aiming to model the higher
energy features knee and ankle.
Other models, such as poly-gonato [82] or Zatsepin-Sokolskaya [142] exist,
and can be used with the following calculation methods. But either they
are incompatible with newest observations or do not model the high energy
features which we are interested in. In a previous publication [62] the attempt
was made to merge the H3a at high-energy and the GH model at energies
below 1 TeV.
The resulting all-particle spectra predicted by the various models are su-
perimposed on air shower data in Fig. 2.5.
2.2.2 Geometry and atmosphere
Using school-level geometry one should arrive to the following expressions for
the total path length and the height above the surface at each point of the
trajectory (see left panel of Figure 2.6)
l(θ) =
√
R2top − A2(θ)2 − A1(θ) (2.27a)
hatm(∆l) =
√
A2(θ)2 + (A1(θ) + l(θ)−∆l)2 −RE. (2.27b)
The only free variables are the height of the observation level hobs and the
zenith angle at the detector θ. With the two relations above the slant depth
in Eq. (2.3) can be calculated as a function of the atmospheric density.
A traditional way to approximate the relation between depth and density
is to approximate the Earth as plane surface. The isothermal atmospheric
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This approximation typically holds up to zenith angles of 60◦, or where the
dependence of the atmospheric height on the path length becomes not linear
(Figure 2.6 right), and fails above that because cosθ produces a divergent
behavior.
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Figure 2.7: (left) Atmospheric density dependence on X, calculated using pa-
rameterizations for the US Standard Atmosphere [129] and the South Pole as
implemented in CORSIKA [78], and the NRLMSISE-00 model. Solid lines
represent a trajectory for θ = 0◦ and dashed for θ = 70◦. (right) Compar-
ison between CORSIKA parameterization, NRLMSISE-00 and AQUA/AIRS
satellite data at the South Pole.
But first of all, the atmosphere is not isothermal, contains layers and is
subject to daily and seasonal variations. An often used approach, based on
the idea by Linsley [79], is a parametrization of the relation between height and
mass overburden Xv(h) (slant depth for vertical trajectory) using 5 piecewise
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defined exponential functions, representing layers of the atmosphere. A higher
flexibility is achieved if tabulated atmospheric data (e.g. from AQUA/AIRS
1 satellite) or detailed numerical models, such as NRLMSISE-00 [113], are
used. On the right hand side of Figure 2.7 the possible quantitative sources
are compared at the South Pole, which is an extreme case in terms of climate
conditions, so the differences can be smaller than the 20-30% somewhere else.
The most flexible way to deal with an arbitrary density profiles is to com-
pute and tabulate the relation ρ(X), by integrating numerically on a grid of






recording the value of ρ at each grid point i. Since the relation ρ(X) is approx-
imately linear, a smooth interpolating spline can be found easily. Each model
and zenith angle are so represented by a set of interpolation coefficients which
reflect all subtle differences between the models as demonstrated in Fig. 2.7.
2.3 Hadronic interactions
In typical semi-analytical solutions of the atmospheric lepton problem [65, 95],
the scaling argument is used to derive energy independent couplings factors,
the spectrum weighted moments or Z-factors (see section 2.1.1). This ap-
proach works for power-law cosmic ray spectra in the case where the solutions
factorize Φl(El, X) = Al(X)E−γl and the interaction length is independent
of energy λint,l(El) ≈ λint,l. The Figures 2.2 and 2.5 clearly show that both
approximations do not hold in the entire energy range.












































Figure 2.8: (left) Particle production spectra in proton-air interactions ob-
tained with SIBYLL 2.3 (right) Integrand of the Z-factor expression for γ = 2.7.
Figure 2.8 contains particle production spectra in the scaling variable x.
Feynman scaling means that the shape of the particle distribution in the vari-
able Feynman xF =
p‖√
s
is independent of the interaction energy. Qualitatively
1http://disc.sci.gsfc.nasa.gov/AIRS
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Figure 2.9: Feynman scaling of inclusive particle spectra in sibyll 2.3 RC3 in
proton-air interactions. Figure by F. Riehn.
there is a significant difference between secondary baryons and mesons. The
proton and neutron line are flat for a large fraction of x values. For inclu-
sive p → p processes the very forward part x > 0.8 is enhanced compared to
p→ n. This effect is called leading particle effect and it can be microscopically
attributed to single diffractive processes where the projectile proton stays in-
tact but one or several nucleons on the target side disintegrate. Also low-mass
diffraction processes of the kind N +A→ N∗ → N + π contribute in the high
x domains.
The meson spectra are much steeper in case of baryon projectiles. Mesons
can be created during fragmentation or in low mass excitations as mentioned
above. But since the projectile carries the baryon number "at high momen-
tum", the projectile fragmentation region x & 0.3 will be populated mostly by
baryons.
In meson-baryon interactions the picture is inverted. The leading particle
becomes a meson, preferably with the same valence quark flavor content.
On the right hand side of Figure 2.8 the integrand of the spectrum weighted
moments Zpp, Zpπ+ etc. (see Eq. 2.16) are shown. The convolution with
the power-law "beam" spectrum amplifies the forward part of the production
distribution. The relatively small difference between p and n becomes very
very enhanced.
Considering the relevant particle production phase-space in x, we can al-
ready say at this point, that the highest contribution to the meson ZpM -factors
comes from 0.2 < x < 0.6, while for baryons the more forward range x > 0.5
is more important.
So, does Feynman scaling hold? Figure 2.9, where particle production
spectra are generated with the hadronic interaction model sibyll 2.3 RC3
[64, 19, 117], shows that pion and kaon spectra show approximate scaling at
mid xF , i.e. indeed a universal form of the forward spectrum. In the central
region xF < 0.1, the increasing number of multiple parton interactions en-
hances pair-production and violates scaling. At forward large xF , scaling is
20
Figure 2.10: Spectrum-weighted moments for sibyll 2.1 and sibyll 2.3 RC3.
violated for most particles in sibyll 2.3 RC3 since they are associated with
the fragmentation of the projectile remnant. Proton spectra are not expected
to perfectly scale, since they can undergo additional processes, like diffraction,
as a part of the projectile.
With the aim to include these effects in the analytical calculations, a more















needs only the approximation that the solutions factorize, but it can add three
more details:
• the spectral index variation of the cosmic ray flux,
• the growth of the inelastic cross-section and
• the non-scaling behavior of particle production.
Although the method increases the precision of the cascade calculation, one
has to face the question how to model the interactions and possible scaling
violations. Obviously, since there are no measurements with sufficient xF cov-
erage at energies beyond fixed-target experiments, we have to use models.
The growth of the inelastic cross-section was incorporated into the Z-factor
expression earlier by [140].
The highest detail is reproduced by Monte Carlo codes, such as Dpmjet
(see chapter 7), Sibyll [64, 19, 117], EPOS [114] and QGSJet [108]. Figure
2.10 shows the predictions of the energy dependent Z-factors for a fixed cosmic
ray spectral index γ = 2.7, the older Sibyll 2.1 and the newest version.
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While Zpπ is approximately constant as we would expect from Figure 2.9, the
kaon moments slightly grow. This effect is motivated by the non-perturbative
phenomenon of associated production, where a ss̄ quark pair is raised from the
sea and recombines with the projectile valences. The s-quark forms together
with a di-quark from the proton and becomes a Λ baryon, while the s̄ forms
with the other quark a K+. Although the exact microscopic mechanism is still
under discussion, there is evidence from data that the charge ratio of kaons
increases towards higher xF [135]. The big difference between the 2.1 and the
2.3 versions in kaon production stems from a unphysical feature of the old
program, where significantly more kaons were produced in nuclear interactions
when compared with the nucleon-nucleon case. This feature is removed from
the successor versions.
More details about the specifics of Monte Carlo codes for cosmic ray shower
simulations and interactions at very high energy are outlined in sections 7.2. A
study about how the models performed for inclusive leptons before LHC data
became available, can be found in [62].
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Chapter 3
Matrix form of the coupled
cascade equations
The previous chapter outlined the basic properties of the cascade equations
and traditional approaches for finding semi-analytical solutions. Couplings
between particle species during the transport through the medium increase the
complexity of the equation system and prevent from finding closed solutions
for the flux of secondaries. Several assumptions about the form of the primary
spectrum, scaling arguments and re-interactions lead to a decoupling of the
evolution equations for individual hadron fluxes. Although it is possible to
compensate for some of the caveats by using energy-dependent Z-factors, the
error due to the remaining approximations is in the order of 5-15% as we
have found out from comparisons with Monte Carlo calculations in one of our
previous publications [62].
Another, more sophisticated way, to tackle the problem of coupled cascade
equations is to solve them numerically. In the past, several successful at-
tempts have been undertaken resulting in basically two methods. One method
employs a recursive scheme to solve the equations similarly to the decoupled
method [140, 45, 93]. There, the initial iteration leads to a first order approx-
imation of pion and kaon fluxes, neglecting mutual production. Using this
first solution driven by just the nucleon flux, cross-talk between the channels
is added in additional iterations. Although the scheme yields precise results
the computational time for one set of settings takes several days 2.
The second method is the direct solution of the cascade equations by nu-
merical integration of integro-differential equations. In [42] and the follow up
studies [56, 37] the integration is performed directly on discrete grids. The
authors follow the goal to calculate air-shower observables, such as Xmax or
energy deposit of both, the hadronic and electromagnetic components. Their
approach is aimed to save computational time when compared to or integrated
with full Monte Carlo and hybrid calculations. The lack of computing power
of the older publications focused the particle physics related part of the work
on the reduction of statistical errors when obtaining particle spectra from the
2Personal communication with S. Sinegovsky
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slow nexus model. Also, the authors restricted themselves on a relatively
narrow energy band between 100 GeV and 10 PeV cosmic ray energy. In the
more recent papers a full description of the cascade’s electromagnetic part was
added, the energy range extended and the code published as the conex pro-
gram, a part of the hybrid Monte Carlo scheme in the air-shower simulator
corsika [79].
Although the conex scheme is quite sophisticated, it fails in certain tasks
like
• including short-lived particles and calculations of prompt lepton spectra,
• studies of all possible species of hadrons, not just the most abundant
ones,
• studies of couplings and numerical stability
• an open, structured and extensible distribution as modern computer ap-
plication
The first item above is the most restrictive one (read about the implications in
section 3.2). Other points, which are subject of the present work would have
been technically possible with conex, but have never been carried out, such
as inclusive lepton flux calculations.
In the following section a new calculation scheme will be formulated with
the aim to overcome the limitations of conex and employ it for advanced
studies of interaction models.
3.1 Derivation of the matrix notation






























we discretize the energy dependence on a logarithmic grid
Ei = E0 × 10di, (3.2)
where d is chosen accordingly to get 8-9 bins per decade of energy. Making the


































+ · · · ~Φν̄µ · · ·
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, (3.4)







· · · ΦpEN
)T
. (3.5)
The coupling coefficients absorb the energy bin width and the inclusive spectra










The production of particle h with laboratory energy Eh by interactions (or
decays) of a hadron l with laboratory energy El is parameterized by a single
scalar coefficient. The interaction lengths λint are arranged in diagonal "rate"


















































By evaluating the structure of the double-sum in Eq. (3.1) the coupling (sub-)




cl(E0)→h(E0) · · · cl(E0)→h(EN )
cl(E1)→h(EN )
. . . ...








dl(E0)→h(E0) · · · dl(E0)→h(EN )
dl(E1)→h(EN )
. . . ...
0 dl(EN )→h(EN )

 . (3.11)
The upper-triangular form is due to energy conservation El ≥ Eh. In this ap-
proach the number of primary energy bins is equal to the number of secondary
energy bins, yielding square matrices. In the last step, we assemble the full




Cp→p Cn→p Cπ+→p · · ·
Cp→n Cn→n Cπ+→n · · ·
Cp→π+ Cn→π+ Cπ+→π+ · · ·
...
...
... . . .

 . (3.12)











One might notice the analogy to the space state representation x′ = Ax of
control-theory in electrical engineering [97, 98].
Implications of the matrix notation
Although the notion of seeing the couplings between cascade equations as
matrix elements is present in the literature [140, 65, 95, 42] nobody wrote the
equation in this form, yet. In my opinion, the advantage of the form (3.13) is
that it facilitates seeing the discretized equation system as what it is - a system
of ordinary differential equations of order (NE−bins ×Nparticlespecies) with non-
constant coefficients. The "integro-" part is solved implicitly when integrating
over the single variable X. The algebraic equation itself is of order one. In






where ~Φ0 is the initial condition and the e the matrix exponential function. In
air the density is not constant, which influences the linearity of the equation
system. But since the value of the derivative can be computed at any depth
X the equation Eq. (3.13) must be suitable for iterative numerical solutions.
Another aspect is the pattern of non-zero couplings in the matrices. As
illustrated in Figure 3.1 the contributing production and decay channels can
be directly read from visualizations of the matrices. The look at the pattern
also immediately reveals that coupled cascade equations are a sparse




decays into prompt 
muon neutrinos
Figure 3.1: Pattern of the interaction (top) and decay (bottom) matrix. Each
pixel represents a non-zero element. The view in the interaction matrix is
cropped on the region containing most of the non-zero part.
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Other terms, such as energy loss, can be added to the equation while keeping











with L being a banded matrix with negative diagonal elements (losses) and
positive off-diagonal elements representing the increase of fluxes in lower-
energy bins.
But the biggest advantage of this form is the possibility to employ the
machinery of numerical linear algebra to study stability. Why this is important
will be discussed in the next section.
3.2 Eigenmodes, stiffness and stability
Since we have an order-one ordinary matrix differential equation, we expect






with complex constants c, λ∗ the eigenvalues and Ψ the eigenvectors of the
matrix. By studying the eigenvalues, we can determine if the system is stable,
i.e. contains no divergent processes, and it will attenuate to a stable final state
when starting from an arbitrary initial condition ~Φ0.
What we expect regarding the physics for X → ∞ is that since no addi-
tional energy is added to the system, the interaction and decay processes will
convert all interacting and unstable particles into stable species, in this case
neutrinos. We also don’t expect semi-stable oscillating modes, because decay
and interaction (except elastic scattering) are 1 → many processes leading
to conversions of higher energetic objects into several lower energetic objects.
Following these arguments, the dynamical system will be asymptotically (Lya-
punov) stable and the eigenvalues will be real and negative. Another question
relates to the magnitude of the eigenvalues. We have in principle just two
competing processes, but since the life-time of many particle species can vary
by a lot, the decay modes will spread over many orders of magnitude.
The distribution of eigenvalues in Figure 3.2 clearly confirms the expecta-
tions from the physics point of view, the real parts are negative and spans
many orders of magnitude. The imaginary parts are zero. Some eigenvalues
are zero (not shown in the log plot), in particular for the neutrino components,
since they don’t decay. Neutron and muon decay are a relatively long process
and contribute to the plateau close to zero.
The fastest eigenvalues belong to decays of very short-lived particles, such
as D-mesons, Λ+C baryons and other heavy flavor particles. This is clearly
demonstrated by comparing the eigenvalues of the full matrix with a particle
selection inspired by conex. Included are only the conventional components
up to K0S (cτ = 2.54 cm), ignoring heavier particles.
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Figure 3.2: Eigenvalues of the decay matrix for the full hadronic system
compared with a reduced system, which contains p, n, π±, K±, K0L and
K0S. The solid lines are calculated for the density in the upper atmosphere
ρ(X = 1 g/cm2) and the transparent for the density at the surface.
Let’s take the simplest explicit Runge-Kutta type integrator, a forward









and neglecting the dependence of M on X for a while, we can rewrite Eq. 3.13
as
~y′ = −M~y. (3.17)
One explicit integration step becomes
~yn+1 = ~yn −M~yn∆X = (1−M∆X)~yn. (3.18)
The exponentiation of a matrix An tends to zero for n → ∞ if the largest
eigenvalue is less then unity. By requiring ~yn to be bounded the largest eigen-




, λ∗max ∈ C (3.19)
Now, recall Figure 3.2. For the case where the decay matrix is evaluated for
the density of the upper atmosphere, λ∗max is in the range of 109 cm2/g. In
an explicit method the stability constraint above would imply step sizes of the
order of 10−9 g/cm2. This is obviously not tolerable, since the integration up
to Xsurface ∼ 1000 g/cm2 would require millions of integration steps.
The phenomenon is called stiffness. It is not restricted to certain types
of equations but appears mostly in situations where processes of very differ-
ent time scales come together in a common dynamical system or where the
trajectory of the system crosses discontinuities.
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There are several methods to tackle stiffness. One approach is based on us-
ing more fancy integration methods, which do not result in similar instabilities
as demonstrated above with the explicit Euler method. One of these methods
which is always stable is the implicit Euler method
~yn+1 = ~yn + ∆X~y
′
n+1
~yn+1 = (1 + M∆X)
−1~yn.
This is because the eigenvalues of (1+M∆X)−1 always satisfy the condition to
be less than 1. The problem is, that for each step the matrix cascade equation
would have to be inverted. This could be done "relatively efficiently" because
coefficients scale with 1/ρ(X), but a bigger problem is to find a reasonable
inversion technique, since the matrix M(X) is usually degenerate. Although
the degeneracy has mostly technical reasons, a further approach has not been
undertaken since already the explicit Euler method can yield satisfactory re-
sults, as it will be shown in the next section. Then, one should not expect
that such a system can be solved with reasonable accuracy by forcing a "by
definition" stable integrator. The origin of stiffness in this case is clearly the
underlying physics.
Note that previous numerical codes didn’t run into this problem because
they didn’t include short-lived particles, so the value of λ∗max was of reasonable
magnitude. The authors of [37] claim a step-size of the order of 5 g/cm2, and
combine in the stepping algorithm Simpson’s rule and numerical evaluation
of exponentials. One might speculate that in their code contributions from
K0S (the shortest living particle) at lower energies can show inaccuracies. In
this work, the direct numerical evaluation of exponential functions could not
be used, since some of the decay coefficients by far exceeded the argument’s
range in double precision.
3.3 The resonance approximation
As we have understood in the last section, the numerical solution of the coupled
cascade equations becomes a stiff problem as soon as short-lived particles are
added to the set of hadrons. The sketch in Figure 3.3 illustrates what the
problem is. If the step size is chosen according to the decay lengths of short
lived particles the equations become stiff. On the other hand, at very high
energies the decay length elongates due to time dilation. So even the short-
lived particles can travel long enough trough the medium to interact.
The key idea is to separate the energy range into two regions, where in
the former particles can be treated similar to a resonance which decays at its
vertex. In the latter, high-energy region, the particles are allowed to propagate
and experience attenuation due to interactions.
To derive a formalism for "chained" or prompt decays, let us follow the
next few steps. Let ~η intn be the vector containing the fluxes of all resonances
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Figure 3.3: Sketch of interrelation between cascade physics and stiffness. To
handle short-lived particles in the same way as other hadrons the step-size has
to be small (red shaded step, not in scale).
and forward Euler integration as in the last section, we can write
~η intn = C
res
h→ηΛint ~Φ ·∆Xn. (3.20)
Cresh→η denotes a (k × dΦ) matrix similar to C defined in Eq. (3.12), which
contains production coefficients for resonances in interactions of hadrons. Ac-
cording to the approximation, at lower energies all created resonances have to
decay into ordinary particles within the same integration step. By writing this
condition for a single resonance type k and one energy bin (index omitted for
clarity)




we obtain the effective decay length
ληkdec,eff = ∆Xn = ρ(X)λ̃
ηk
dec,eff . (3.22)
Using ληkdec,eff instead of the true decay length for short-lived resonances we
make sure that all particles decay after one integration step in X. Note that
ληkdec,eff does not depend on the properties of the resonance. The contribution









= Dresη→h ~ηn, (3.23)
where Dresη→h is a (dΦ × k) matrix, containing decay coefficients of resonances
into hadrons and leptons. The diagonal matrix Λresdec,eff commutes and is con-
structed as in Eq. (3.9).
By inserting Eq. (3.20) in (3.23) we obtain the expression for the production
of ordinary particles via short-lived intermediate states
∆Φ→η→n+1 = (D
res
η→h ·Cresh→η)Λint Φn ·∆Xn
= R Λint Φn ·∆Xn. (3.24)
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Following the same logic, we can derive the expression for any number k of













In fact, this result should be valid in general for all types of dynamical systems.
The interaction of resonances becomes important at high energies, where
λdec ≈ λint. (3.27)
A new parameter tmix = λdec(E)/λint(E) is a threshold value, separating the
energy regime where the particle can be treated as a resonance from a regime
where it has to be a full member of the cascade and represented by its own
vector in ~Φ. In other words, if the interaction probability drops below a certain
percentage, treat the particle as if it would be a resonance. A reasonably good
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Figure 3.4: Splitting of the energy grid in a resonant part, where the particle
promptly decays, and an ordinary part, where it behaves as a longer lived
cascade member.
As a further explanation, consider the flux vector for an arbitrary particle ω
where the decay and interaction lengths cross over within the energy range of
the calculation. Its energy grid can be split into two parts, one, which is always
zero because in this regime the particle promptly decays and in the second
regime it is propagated as if it would be an ordinary particle (Figure 3.4).
This splitting results in a certain "cut" structure of the sub-matrices. Figure
3.5 illustrates these cuts using colored surfaces for the non-zero elements. The
solid surfaces can are subdivided into three regions:
• (blue) Both the particles ω and φ are treated as ordinary particles, they
survive a number if integration steps, they can decay and interact.
• (red) Both particles are in their resonance regime, so they will not pop-
ulate the flux vector ~Φ. Instead their contribution is implicitly treated
as a chained decay of the particle preceding ω using Eq. (3.26).
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Figure 3.5: Cut structure for a sub-matrix Cω→φ
• (violet) The particle ω is in its normal "propagation" regime and would
create φ in its resonance regime. The same formalism of Eq. (3.26) is
used to calculate this contribution via single or multiple decay chains
into particles which are long-lived at these energies.
This complicates somewhat the procedure to fill the C, D and the R ma-
trices, where for each particle the individual threshold has to be taken into
account as "cut" in row and/or column. However, in practice this is formu-
lated in a short recursive routine. Also the implementation does not explicitly
assemble the R matrix but directly the sum C + R.













Figure 3.6: Eigenvalues of the decay matrix with and without the resonance
approximation. The solid lines are calculated for the density in the upper
atmosphere ρ(X = 1 g/cm2) and the transparent for the density at the surface.
The net result is a very significant reduction of the stiffness by approx-
imating decays of heavy flavors and short-lived particles with prompt decays
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at energies where their interaction with the medium can safely be neglected.
Figure 3.6 proves this result on the level of the eigenvalues. The fastest mode
λ∗max is now six orders of magnitude smaller, affecting by the same amount
the stability region of the numerical integrator. Any method can be used to
integrate these equations including simple forward Euler steppers. A more
sophisticated method could even further reduce the computational time, al-
though for the current set of applications and the complexity of the hadronic
cascade a calculation time of a few (< 10 s) is sufficient.
The implementation as computer software is discussed in the next chapter.
Chapter 4
The MCEq code
The program MCEq (Matrix Cascade EQuations) numerically solves the cas-
cade equations by using the methods from the last chapter.
A popular approach in the current scientific programming paradigm is to
write the performance critical parts in a medium or high level language such
as c/c++ (or even parts in fortran), but then use a scripting or very high
level language like Python to "glue" together independent functional units
into a working data processing or calculation chain. Some frameworks based
on this approach are the Gaudi framework3, its derivative ATLAS’ Athena [27]
or IceCube’s IceTray. This scheme aims to simplify the user’s interaction with
more complex parts via clear interfaces and in a human-readable programming
language.
MCEq is written in this state-of-the-art approach using Python together
with numerical libraries. The open-source code is made available to the com-
munity4 under the terms of the MIT License, the most permissive license
available.
The first sections of this chapter try to highlight aspects of the software
which have been found to be of practical importance. The full program docu-
mentation is available online5. Results follow in the next chapter.
4.1 Goals and motivation
Beyond just being a testbed for the numerical solutions of cascade equations
in matrix form, the feature list was motivated from discussions with poten-
tial users from the IceCube Collaboration. Since atmospheric neutrinos and
muons are the largest background for neutrino volume detectors, their system-
atic uncertainties depend to some extent on how precise these backgrounds are
taken into account. Many of the physical models in a atmospheric neutrino or
muon calculation are indeed uncertain. Hadronic interaction models can only






ergies. The flux of cosmic rays, in particular the composition above the knee,
is also uncertain and there are larger variations between the available models.
Further, the atmosphere influences the shape of the atmospheric lepton spec-
trum and can not be taken into account completely. It can only be modeled
in sufficient detail in Monte Carlo simulations, which take too much time to
be re-run for each variation. The goals of this program can be summarized in
the following list:
1. a calculation method, which is fast enough for systematic studies of at-
mospheric lepton uncertainties,
2. detailed access and variation to the model of the primary cosmic ray flux,
3. calculations of the average shower, for example the lepton production
profile or the energy spectrum of secondaries at any depth X for a single
primary hadron or nucleus,
4. calculation of prompt lepton fluxes from decays of charm,
5. a choice of hadronic interaction models or if possible different versions of a
single interaction model with upper bound and lower bound parameters,
6. interchangeable atmospheric profiles obtained either from fits, models of
tables,
7. curved geometry and non-divergent behavior for horizontal angles,
8. open access or open-source, so researchers can run and modify the calcu-
lations, implement new models or extend the existing ones by themselves
4.2 About the software
4.2.1 General design and program structure
MCEq is object-oriented (OO) code. Its concept is based on the architectural
patterns of model-view-controller (MVC) and the single-responsibility-principle
(SRP) [101]. The chart of the MVC pattern in Figure 4.1 illustrates the sepa-
ration of the user from the core functions ’model’ through a controller, which
takes care of the initialization, command ordering and calculations. As soon
as results become available, the ’model’ updates the view, the interface for the
user. This methods’ goal is to separate the more static core functionality from
the user interface, which can be anything starting from the command-line to an
ipython notebook6 or a graphical-user-interface. By having a flexible "front-
end" one avoids altering large fractions of the code in computing related parts.
From a scientific tool, in contrast to a commercial software product, users











Figure 4.1: Model-view-controller pattern
the software with ideas ranging from a complex experimental data-analysis
framework to a simple script producing ASCII tables for plotting.
The SRP is a very powerful method to keep an object-oriented code struc-
tured and understandable. It states that each class has a clear responsibility
and does only one thing. A class is not allowed to do this and that. For ex-
ample the class InteractionYields() is a representation of inclusive particle
distributions, obtained from interaction models and saved as files. It knows
how to unpack tabulated data from disk, create a content index and fulfill its
responsibility to present these data in a specified way to a class higher up in the
functional hierarchy. It does not process the decay tables, which are handled
in the same way but by the dedicated class DecayYields(). Functional simi-
larities are instead grouped into short inheritance trees, like for example in the
set of classes representing different density models of the Earth’s atmosphere
(see Figure 4.3).
The patterns described above are not strictly forced, but rather used as gen-
eral guidelines for the architecture. The highest priority in the development of
scientific code is functionality (physics). Following these patterns during de-
velopment helped and indeed, additional functionality could be added quickly
without breaking existing code.
The structural entities are packages and modules7. The dependency graph
for the modules is shown in Figure 4.2. The SRP is applied on module level,
what can be seen in absent inter-modular dependencies. One can spot from
the module diagram the complete set of ingredients for cascade equation cal-
culations, like calculation kernels (numerical integration routines), cosmic-ray
primary flux parameterizations, tabulated data, density profiles and particle
properties.
7Modules are separate source files containing variables, functions and classes. Packages
are file system folders containing an (empty) __init__.py file and at least one module.
The Python interpreter converts the file hierarchy into a package.submodule import











Figure 4.2: Modules in MCEq. The arrow symbolizes a "depends on" rela-
tionship. The two items with multiple boarders are independent single-module
packages.
4.2.2 Package MCEq
Figure 4.3 shows a simplified UML (unified modeling language) class diagram
of the package. As already noted in the module overview mutual dependencies
between classes in the second rank are reduced. Inheritance hierarchies have
a maximum length of three.
Module core and class MCEqRun()
Most of the program flow is implemented in this main or controller class. It is
the first and usually the only object invoked by the user. In fact, SRP is not
cleanly implemented in the current version because this main class has two
responsibilities. First, to initialize all of its members in-order and second, to
launch the calculation kernels. This has historical reasons and will be solved
in the upcoming version by creating an "intializer" class, which takes care of
parameter changes and keeps track which objects need additional initialization
steps.
The general usage pattern is
from MCEq.core import MCEqRun
# import the global configuration
from mceq_config import config
# import the primary cosmic ray flux module


















Figure 4.3: (UML) Class diagram of the MCEq package. Color symbolizes
the membership of a class to a module according to the color scheme in Figure
4.2. Hollow diamond edges represent composition (objects belong exclusively
to the class at the diamond). The meaning of the hollow arrows is "inherits
from", showing the short inheritance hierarchies.
# create an instance of the management class
# and expand the configuration dictionary into
# the keyword argument list
mceq_run = MCEqRun(interaction_model=’SIBYLL2 .1’,
primary_model =(pm.HillasGaisser2012 , "H3a"),
** config)
# set or change additional parameters using
# public setter methods
mceq_run.set_theta_deg (60.)
# execute the solver according to the options
# provided in the config file
mceq_run.solve()
The constructor of MCEqRun triggers the generation of particle lists, the loading
of tables, the calculation of decay and interaction lengths, the initialization of
the density profile and the calculation of the density spline.
The method solve() dispatches the call to the appropriate kernel according
to the options selected in the configuration, such as numpy, MKL or CUDA (see
section 4.2.3).
The results of the calculation are retrieved by
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# obtain energy grid (fixed) of the solution ,
# (x-axis of the figures)
e_grid = mceq_run.e_grid
# define the power of E to multiply the solution with
# (magnification factor)
mag = 3
# obtain conventional flux of muons at the
# end of integration path (surface)
flux = mceq_run.get_solution(’conv_mu+’, mag)
+ mceq_run.get_solution(’conv_mu -’, mag))
At this step the user can choose to change parameters using the setters and
run subsequent calculations, to plot or to store the results and terminate the
execution. The most convenient and therefore recommended graphical user
interface is the ipython notebook.
Module data
The classes in this module, depicted green in Figure 4.3, handle hadronic cross-
section tables, particle properties and tabulated distributions obtained from
Monte Carlo generators. MCEq is distributed together with byte-compressed
versions of the data files for saving save space.
The class HadAirCrossSections() implements an interface to a table of
particle production cross-sections in hadron-air collisions σprod,h−air(Elab) in
units of mb. Cosmic ray hadronic interaction models provide native routines
to obtain σprod,h−air(Elab). They are evaluated at central points of the energy
grid and stored on disc as numpy arrays. The class also handles the substitution
of unknown cross-sections, for example D-air or ΛC-air, with known cross-
sections like pion-air and nucleon-air, respectively.
The class InteractionYields interfaces with a larger dictionary of inclusive
particle yields dN/dxF, generated from running the Monte Carlo generators
for various projectile types and energies (see section 4.3). The resulting his-
tograms are collected from distributed (parallel) calculations on general pur-
pose computer clusters into ordered 2-dimensional arrays, as in Eq. (3.10).
During initialization the class traverses and indexes the tree of the projectile’s
secondary (daughter) particles, instead of evaluating these relationships during
run-time.
The class DecayYields has an interface similar to InteractionYields for
inclusive particle decay spectra. Just the roles of projectile and mother (de-
caying) particle are interchanged (read more about the details in section 4.3).
4.2.3 Performance acceleration and the kernels module
The kernels module contains only module-level functions. The term kernel
refers here to the integration routine itself. The evaluated equation is the
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forward Euler step
~Φi+1 = ~Φi +
[






Access to more sophisticated integration methods is made available by pro-
viding an interface to scipy.integrate.ode, a wrapper around LINPACK’s
collection of integrators8. It includes various implicit and explicit methods,
fine grained control over relative or absolute tolerances, adaptive step-sizes
etc.
The interface to integration methods with error-control allowed to compare
and verify the results of the simple algorithm above. The error on the flux of
leptons is usually negligible, because the energy bins, which are more affected
by linearization are the lower energy bins of sub-leading particles. In practice
the smoothness is not seriously affected and relative numerical errors up to
10−3 are tolerable.
Also, it is possible to use a Jacobian matrix to increase the precision of the
linearized solver. The problem is that the original fortran routines directly
access the array of the Jacobian, requiring it to be stored in a dense matrix
format. Since the Jacobian has to be evaluated at each step in X (because
of ρ(X)), the performance penalty is high compared to alternative methods,
without explicit forms of a Jacobian matrix.
In practice the multiplication of static matrix contents is carried out in
advance
int_m = (−1 + C)Λint
dec_m = (−1 + D)Λdec.
The integration routine in numpy notation becomes
phi = np.zeros(dimension_full_eqn_system)
# Fill the nucleon fluxes with cosmic ray flux
# at the top of the atmosphere
set_initial_condition(phi)
#loop over the number of integration steps
for step in xrange(nsteps ):
phi += (int_m.dot(phi) +
dec_m.dot(rho_inv[step] * phi)) * dX[step]
The step-size is calculated according to the stability constraint (3.19). To
avoid calculating the eigenvalues λ∗, one can formulate an alternative criterion
based on the shortest decay length. After applying the resonance approxima-
tion as in section 3.3, we can require, as in Eqns. (3.21) and (3.22), we can the
shortest-lived particle density to be non-negative
Φshortest,n+1 = Φshortest,n −
1
λdec,max




and obtain a condition for the step-size that ensures positive fluxes for all
particles
∆Xn(X) ≤ ρ(X)λ̃dec,max. (4.3)
The step-size scales with the density profile and can be calculated a priori as
soon as the trajectory and the density spline are known. An additional safety
margin of 1
2
reduces the linearization error for this bin. With this definition,
the integration through a standard atmosphere on a vertical trajectory requires
∼ 4000 integrations steps. A horizontal trajectory for θ = 0 requires around
50000 integration steps.
Basic Linear-Algebra Subroutines (blas)
Since this integration only involves matrix-vector or vector-vector operations,
it can be represented as blas expressions9. blas is a method to separate
architectural optimizations from algorithmic optimizations. There are plenty
of implementations, both open-source and proprietary, for various processor
and memory architectures. In high-performance computing blas helps the
developer to avoid optimizing a program on a very low level. When using a
blas library one can expect a close to ideal implementation of common vector
and matrix operations. The performance can vary between the implementa-
tions depending on the computation scenario [141]. An interesting insight into
implementation details of blas is presented here10. This example illustrates
advanced optimization techniques applied to matrix-matrix multiplications.
There are three groups or levels of subroutines. Level-1 refers to operations
on 1-dimensional variables, i.e. on vectors with vectors. Level-2 is a collec-
tion of matrix-vector and level-3 of matrix-matrix routines. The present code
uses one level-2 instruction gemv (general matrix-vector multiplication or dot-
product) y ←− αAx + βy and one level-1 instruction axpy, the vector-vector
addition y ←− αx+ y.
I have chosen the Intel Math Kernel Library® (MKL), since it is free for
academic applications and it employs the highest level of vectorization on
present Intel x86 CPUs. It exploits the acceleration through 256-bit or 512-bit
wide vector units on AVX® or AVX2® CPUs for SandyBridge architectures
and above, without additional user code. Since the run-time of the current
version of the code is sufficiently short, it was beyond the scope of this study
to research on alternative, possibly faster, libraries.
For the integrator code from above the blas notation is
for step in xrange(nsteps ):
# delta_phi = int_m.dot(phi)
gemv(trans=’T’, m=m, n=n, alpha =1.0, A=int_m ,
x=phi , beta =0.0, y=delta_phi)




gemv(trans=’T’, m=m, n=n, alpha=rho_inv[step]),
A=dec_m , x=phi , beta =1.0, y=delta_phi)
# phi = delta_phi * dX + phi
axpy(alpha=dX[step]), x=delta_phi , y=phi).
Another advantage of blas is that the syntax is a de-facto standard. The rou-
tines on GPUs or many-integrated-core (MIC) accelerators accept the identical
code with a few modifications or by just exchanging the library.
Dense vs sparse algebra
A matrix is sparse if it contains a small percentage of non-zero elements [130].
The goal in using sparse matrices is either to save space/memory and/or to
save time. The idea is to involve only the non-zero elements in the computation
and ignore the zeros. The matrices occurring in MCEq are sparse, containing
only a few percent non-zero elements. There are several choices for packing the
data into memory. The choice of packing method depending on the sparsity
pattern of the matrix and the optimization goal. Examples for sparse matrix
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Figure 2.7.1. Some standard forms for sparse matrices. (a) Band diagonal; (b) block triangular; (c) block
tridiagonal; (d) singly bordered block diagonal; (e) doubly bordered block diagonal; (f) singly bordered
block triangular; (g) bordered band-triangular; (h) and (i) singly and doubly bordered band diagonal; (j)
and (k) other! (after Tewarson) [1].
be used with the particular matrix. Consult [2,3] for references on this. The NAG
library [4] has an analyze/factorize/operate capability. A substantial collection of
routines for sparse matrix calculation is also available from IMSL [5] as the Yale
Sparse Matrix Package [6].
You should be aware that the special order of interchanges and eliminations,
(a) block diagonal
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Figure 2.7.1. Some standard forms for sparse matrices. (a) Band diagonal; (b) block triangular; (c) block
tridiagonal; (d) singly bordered block diagonal; (e) doubly bordered block diagonal; (f) singly bordered
block triangular; (g) bordered band-triangular; (h) and (i) singly and doubly bordered band diagonal; (j)
and (k) other! (after Tewarson) [1].
be used with the particular matrix. Consult [2,3] for references on this. The NAG
library [4] has an analyze/factorize/operate capability. A substantial collection of
routines for sparse matrix calculation is also available from IMSL [5] as the Yale
Sparse Matrix Package [6].
You should be aware that the special order of interchanges and eliminations,
(b) other pattern
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Figure 2.7.1. Some standard forms for sparse matrices. (a) Band diagonal; (b) block triangular; (c) block
tridiagonal; (d) singly bordered block i l; (e doubly bordered block diagonal; (f) sing
block triangular; (g) bordered band-triangular; (h) and (i) singly and doubly bordered band diagonal; (j)
and (k) other! (after Tewarson) [1].
be used with the particular matrix. Consult [2,3] for references on this. The NAG
library [4] has an analyze/factorize/operate cap bi ity. A substantial collection of
routines for sparse matrix calc lation is also available from IMSL [5] as the Y le
Sparse Matrix Package [6].
You should be aware that the special order of interchang s and eliminations,
d singly bordered block
riangular
Figure 4.4: Examples of sparse matrix patterns [115]
patterns are given in Figure 4.4. Often it is useful to minimize fill-ins, i.e. small
blocks of non-zero elements scattered around the matrix. There are algorithms
available which can analyze or factorize the matrix in a pre-conditioning step
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[115]. For inclusive flux calculations MCEq is fast enough, so the step of
pre-conditioning is omitted, but could be added in future.
Table 4.1: Comparison of storage and computational time for different sparse
packing methods.
Packing method size [MB] dot-product CPU time
int_m dec_m int_m dec_m
compressed sparse row (CSR) 15.7 3.35 - -
compressed sparse column (CSC) 15.7 3.35 +6% +6%
block sparse row (BSR) 12.6 2.98 +23% +38%
dense 299 299 +1100% +5000%
Some storage and computational time gains for the interaction and decay
matrix in MCEq are given in Table 4.1. The numbers draw a clear picture.
Dense matrices should be avoided for this type and size of equation systems.
Naïvly one might expect that skipping zero-valued calculations in loops by us-
ing conditional expressions could yield a similar performance gain. But will be
surely slower than using sparse matrices, since branchings prevent the compiler
from using the vectorization units and from efficient cache organization.
Currently the module contains four functions:
• kern_numpy: default and fall-back implementation using the dot-product
notation. Supports dense and sparse matrix formats.
• kern_CUDA_dense: dense blas implementation for nVidia® GPUs using
the cuBLAS® library
• kern_CUDA_sparse: sparse blas implementation for nVidia® GPUs using
the cuBLAS® library
• kern_MKL_sparse: sparse blas implementation for x86/Intel CPUs using
Intel’s Math Kernel Library
As standard choice the kern_MKL_sparse routine is highly recommended with
a fall-back option to kern_numpy. The GPU tests were not conclusive. When
using dense FP32 cuBLAS11 on a weak GPU (nVidia GeForce® m650GT
with 1GB GDDR5), it outperformed an Ivy Bridge Intel Core i7-3720QM
2.6 GHz with dual-channel DDR3-1600 memory and MKL (AVX, FMADD, 4
threads) by a small margin or a factor factor of two compared to the FP64
MKL result. Despite having only a small fraction of its FP32 performance,
the GPU had not enough memory to perform the same calculations with FP64
precision. The interface to cuSPARSE12, nVidias sparse algebra library, was
buggy and it initiated memory copies in-between each step. Therefore, the




4.2.4 Current and future execution performance
One calculation of an atmospheric spectrum for the default set of models takes
in total around ten seconds, of which six or seven seconds are spent on ini-
tialization. The integration itself takes around two seconds. The numbers are
given for a mobile Quad-Core Intel Core i7-3720QM with MKL.
More inclined cascades take more time, because a larger fraction of the air-
shower’s trajectory runs through thin densities of the upper atmosphere. From
looking at the eigenvalues in Figure 3.6 it becomes clear that to reside within
the stability margin, the integrator has to do more smaller steps. Another
reason is that one has to integrate up to slant depths O(104 g/cm2) instead of
the typical O(103 g/cm2) for vertical showers. The calculation time increases
in the case of horizontal cascades up to 30-40 seconds.
An interesting feature of sparse matrices is related to the performance scal-
ing for different models. For example, interaction models without charmed
hadron production have fewer non-zero coefficients in matrix C, resulting in
fewer calculations for the dot-product. The performance notably increases by
several tens percent.
The program as it is, is currently fast enough for all known use cases. If
in future it extends to lower energies, includes electromagnetic cascades or is
formulated in 2- or 3-dimensional geometry, there is enough room to scale.
Caching of the sparse matrices can be employed to reduce the main memory
footprint and dramatically reduce initialization times. For atmospheric splines
a cache is already implemented. With a mostly negligible loss in precision, the
total execution time could be reduced to 1-2 seconds.
Finally, linear algebraic expressions have parallel nature. At this moment
the code was mostly tested on 2- or 4-core general purpose PCs. Todays high-
performance workstations or compute nodes can easily reach several tens of
cores. By employing blas-libraries one gets shared-memory parallelization for
free. The techniques used by blas on CPUs are NUMA-aware symmetric-
multi-processing, cache optimizations and optimal use of vectorization units.
By design GPUs are using a large number of simple ALU units and they are
optimized to perform the same arithmetic operation on large arrays in parallel.
They are perfectly suited for calculations formulated as linear-algebraic expres-
sions. But their simpler architecture, with less efficient cache algorithms and
instruction set, makes them better suited for larger computations than what
MCEq is now. By using sparse matrices the bottle-neck is anyways shifted to
the memory bandwidth instead of the floating-point unit’s throughput, as it
is often the case for dense matrices.
For (piece-wise) homogeneous media the problem becomes piece-wise linear.
One would have to compute the trade-off between performance and precision of




The distribution contains a number of physical models for hadronic interac-
tions, atmosphere and primary cosmic rays. This section is about quantitative
aspects of MCEq.
Hadronic interactions and particle species
Although other models have been tested in early calculations, the various de-
velopment versions of Sibyll were established as the de-facto standard. The
selection of baryons, mesons and leptons was, for example, motivated by the
particles known to Sibyll instead of the complete PDG list. For the calcula-
tion of inclusive particle production spectra all of the unstable particles were
set to stable, including very short-lived resonances. The tool SpectraForMCEq
(section A.4) organizes and verifies batch runs of event generators on general
purpose clusters. Up to 25 million events per (primary particle) projectile
type-energy grid point are calculated. The high event number is necessary to
obtain smooth distributions for rare heavy particles.
Most of the recent cosmic-ray hadronic interaction models are included (via
the PyInteractionModels package (appendix A.3):
• Sibyll-2.1 [18]
• various development versions of Sibyll-2.3 [117]
• DPMJet-2.55 [116, 36]
• QGSJet-II-03 and 04 [108]
• Development version of Dpmjet-III
The typical list of particles in MCEq is usually restricted to those which
are known to Sibyll, even if an interaction model knows more particles (they
are not important for cascades anyways). In case the critical energy of a
Table 4.2: Particles in MCEq.
leptons µ+, µ−, τ+, τ−, νe, νµ, ντ , ν̄e, ν̄µ, ν̄τ
mesons K+, K−, K0L, K0S, π+, π−, D+, D−, D0, D̄0, D+s , D−s , K∗+,
K∗−, K∗0, K̄∗0, D∗+, D∗−, D∗0, D̄∗0, η, η∗, ηC , J/Ψ, ω, φ, π0,
ρ+, ρ−, ρ0
baryons p, p̄, n, n̄, ∆+, ∆++, ∆̄−−, ∆̄−, ∆0, ∆̄0, Λ0, Λ̄0, Ω−, Ω̄+, Σ∗+,




C , Ω̄0C ,























C , Σ̄0C , Ξ∗−, Ξ̄∗+, Ξ∗0, Ξ̄∗0
particle exceeds the energy range of the calculation (50 - 1010 GeV), it will not
be part of the flux vector ~Φ and always treated implicitly via the resonance
approximation (section 3.3). A typical dimension of the C or D matrix is
6000×6000. Depending on the model it results in up to 5% non-zero elements.
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Initial condition
The primary flux is modeled in the superposition approach, i.e. the flux of
nuclei is decomposed into fluxes of nucleons at the energy per nucleon. The
superposition approach is sufficient for calculations of inclusive fluxes, where
the "average shower" matters instead of the statistical fluctuations.
Various models are made available through the interface to the CRFluxModels
package (section A.1). An "average" hadronic shower can be computed for one
single primary particle or nucleus. The code accepts continuous energies and
interpolates between two neighboring energy bins.
Density profile
Density profile refers either to a model of the Earth’s atmosphere or to a general
target, which consist of a series of homogeneous materials. The integration
routines are made independent of the concrete implementation of the density
profile ρ(X) by relying on a pre-calculated spline. Some details about the
calculation steps needed for the spline are located in section 2.2.2.
This approach is easy to extend because there the profile ρ(h) can be based
on any type of data, such as a numerical model or tabulated data from satellite
observations. The following options are available in the current distribution of
the code:
• corsika atmospheres, based on Linsley parameterizations with five ex-
ponential functions. Parameter tables are taken from [78] for the South-
Pole atmosphere in summer and winter, the US Standard atmosphere
[129], and one for middle Europe
• the static NRLMSISE-00 atmospheric model [113] is provided via an
ctypes interface to the C-version13 and the native Python version14.
The Python version is simply translated from C, without using numpy
and vectorized expressions. It is therefore way too slow for any serious
calculations.
• For NRLMSISE-00 the location above the detector is taken independent
of the zenith angle. To enable experimentalists to calculate the neutrino
fluxes coming from all around the globe, the detector or IceCube centered
version parametrizes the geographic coordinates as a function of the de-
tector zenith. In this case, the up-going flux at θ = 180◦ is calculated
using the North Pole atmosphere.
Decays
Inclusive decay distributions are calculated with Pythia 8 [128] and the tool




channels up to branching ratios of 10−2 are included, Pythia knows many
of rare branchings. When calculating the distributions for the D matrix, all
particles from Table 4.2 are set to stable except the decaying one. Therefore,
short-lived particles are handled as stable final state.
For example, in the decay process η′(958)→ π+π−η, the η is a stable parti-
cle. Its prompt decay into other secondaries is handled with the chained decay
scheme in MCEq. This procedure simplifies the algorithm, which assembles
the D matrix, because every particle is treated in exactly the same way. An-
other advantage of managing chained decays in MCEq rather than Pythia
is the statistical error. Taking the above example, the inclusive chained de-
cay of η′ → η + X → µ+µ− + X would would have only the statistics of
Ntrials,η′ × BR(η′ → η) × BR(η → µ+µ−) if calculated in Pythia with η
defined as unstable.
A further advantage is related to break-down studies of individual contri-
butions from each particle species (see results in 5.2). The decay couplings
can be copied into so-called observer or alias groups. The flux vector contains
several additional "alias" labels for leptons, marked by the prefix obs_, i.e.
obs_numu, obs_antinutau etc. The sub-matrices for these observer groups are
identical copies of the original decay sub-matrices
Dh→lobs = Dh→l (4.4)
In the configuration file one can define hadrons, of which the leptonic decay
products are scored in this observer category in addition to the original final
state particle. This way of scoring allows to trace the contribution of every
single meson, baryon and resonance to the flux of leptons.
Chapter 5
Atmospheric lepton calculations
After having introduced the MCEq code and the calculation methods, this
chapter is aiming to highlight some of the results.
5.1 Comparison with Monte Carlo and iterative
solutions
Figure 5.1: Muon neutrino yield as a function of the primary hadron’s energy
fraction carried by the neutrino at the surface. The calculation is for vertical
shower trajectory and Sibyll-2.1. The dashed lines are obtained from a full
corsika Monte Carlo and the colored lines from MCEq.
The comparison with a full Monte Carlo calculations allows to estimate the
method’s precision. In a previous work with corsika [62], a full air-shower
simulation ran for several thousands of times for discrete energy points. The
lepton numbers at the surface were scored in histograms and then appropriately
re-weighted to obtain a flux. Figure 5.1 compares the "raw" particle yield at
the surface with the calculation using the matrix method in MCEq. At lower
x, the two distinct methods match excellently. At higher x the Monte Carlo
runs out of statistics, because the pions and kaons at these energies interact
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more often with air in flight and do not decay into leptons. This is one of
the reasons why an air-shower Monte Carlo is inefficient at very high energies.
Decay biasing techniques have been employed to improve this point, but the
soft secondary meson distributions (see Figure 2.9) will require a high number
of trials anyways. Biasing event generators in xF is currently not possible or
foreseen. Other techniques, such as particle stack re-ordering and "importance
sampling" can improve the efficiency15, but only to a certain degree. It should
be clear that Monte Carlo simulations can not compete with the performance
of an efficient numerical solver in inclusive flux calculations.




















































Figure 5.2: Comparison between with four calculation methods using the same
combination of interaction model, atmosphere, zenith angle and primary flux.
"CORSIKA" and "E-dep Z" are from the previous Monte Carlo calculation
[62] and "Sinegovsky" is from [123]. On the right is the flux of νµ + ν̄µ and
νe + ν̄e on the left hand side.
Figure 5.2 compares the solutions from MCEq with other calculations using
an identical set of physical models, i.e. QGSJet-II-03 for hadronic interac-
tions, H3a primary flux, and US Standard atmosphere. For muon neutrinos the
different methods agree very well, with the exception of the energy-dependent
Z-factor method. The semi-analytical calculation predicts a result which is up
15See Kyle Jero’s talk at MANTS 2015 https://indico.cern.ch/event/395631/
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to 15% higher, in particular in the interpolation region between the low and
high energy solutions (see section 2.1.1). Electron neutrinos are a factor 10
less abundant in air-showers as muon-neutrinos. The corsika calculation runs
therefore out of statistics at higher energies, but it matches the MCEq calcu-
lation very well at lower energies. The energy-dependent Z-factor method does
not contain the terms for muon decay, visible the large disagreement at lower
energies and higher inclination. The prediction by Sinegovskaya is higher. This
is related to a different derivation of the form factors for the 3-body decays of
K0L, which were obtained from [105].
As a conclusion, we can note that the agreement between a full Monte Carlo
method and the method in MCEq is excellent. The iterative method by Sine-
govskaya et al. also achieves similar results. The traditional semi-analytical
method with energy-dependent Z-factors adds another (unnecessary) 15% er-
ror. The advantage of MCEq is surely the computing time and the flexibility
to exchange models and parameters. The corsika method takes between
10-100 kCPUh, the iterative method at around 50 CPUh16 and MCEq a few
seconds.
5.2 Which particles matter in lepton produc-
tion?
The matrix method allows to calculate the contribution of each particle species
in the cascade to the total flux of atmospheric leptons. The conventional flux
at lower energies has been often studied in the past and it is known since half
a century that these leptons originate mostly from pion and kaon decays. At
higher energies it is not simple to obtain reasonable predictions, because of the
lack of experimental data and, on the other hand, because other calculation
methods become complicated if more particles are included.
This study uses one of the recent release candidates (RC3a) of the Sibyll-
2.3 hadronic interaction model. During the whole development cycle, the
model was compared with other inclusive lepton calculations and high-precision
muon data, in addition to the usual fixed-target and collider observations.
The "labels" in the figures below are assigned to the fraction of leptons,
which are created in direct decays of this particular mother particle. Through-
out the section, prompt contributions are those coming from decays of parti-
cles with a critical energy (Eq. (2.7)) ε ≥ ε(D+), the most long-lived charmed
particle. K0S is in this scheme a conventional mother particle. The "other"
categories sum together all particles which rarely decays into leptons. The pri-
mary cosmic-ray flux model is fixed to a simple broken-power law from [138]
with a knee. Although it does not well represent the cosmic ray flux measure-
ments, it resembles its general properties and its smoothness simplifies viewing
the multitude of lines in each plot.
16Personal communication with S. Sinegovsky
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Figure 5.3: Muon (µ+ + µ−) flux, split up into individual contributions of
mother particles.
Figure 5.3 shows the different contributions to the total muon flux. It is
properly accounted for chained or resonance decays. The conventional flux is
clearly dominated by pion decays. Kaon decays play a secondary role, since
a smaller fraction of the mesons’s energy is attributed to the muon (see also
Figure 2.4). At energies above a PeV, decays of light unflavored mesons take
the lead. A further break-down into contributions from these mesons is shown
































Figure 5.4: Detailed view into the unflavored component of prompt muons.
in Figure 5.4. Those muons are mostly created in decays of η, ρ0 and φ,
which have small branching ratios < O(10−4) into muon pairs. This unflavored
component has been explored by the authors of [83]. Although the decay is
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rare, the higher abundance of those mesons in particle production results in a
higher flux compared to charmed D0 and D± mesons. Worth to note is the
attenuation of the prompt component from charmed particles above 10 PeV
due to interactions with air. Charmed baryons play a sub-leading role and
contribute a factor ten less.








































Figure 5.5: Muon neutrino (νµ+ ν̄µ) flux, split up into individual contributions
of mother particles.
Conventional muon neutrinos (Figure 5.5) at high energies are originating
mostly from 2- and 3-body decays of K± and to a very small fraction from K0L
decays (included in "other conv."). Prompt fluxes are dominated by D meson
decays. Prompt baryons play a sub-leading role.
Electron neutrinos (Figure 5.6) have the most complex structure of mother
particles. Up to a few hundreds GeV they come from 3-body decays of K±, K0L
and µ±. The muon decay component is roughly one power steeper, because this
tertiary decay implies that the mothers of the muons decayed at much higher
energies, where they experienced attenuation due to interactions. The authors
of [68] found it worth to highlight the role of K0S decays to the conventional
electron neutrino flux (brown line). However, when considering even the lowest
model for charm production, this contribution is roughly 10-100 times smaller
than the prompt flux. At energies above hundreds of TeV the flux of electron
and muon neutrinos is roughly equal due to the similar branching ratios of
charmed mesons into both neutrino flavors.
The flux of tau neutrinos has the simplest structure because there is no
conventional component and each τ neutrino is created in association with a
heavy tau lepton or in decays of τ . Nonetheless it is worth to point out, that
the highest contribution to the flux does not come from the decay Ds → τντ
but from the subsequent chained decay τ → lνlν̄τ . In this last decay the τ
neutrino obtains a large fraction of the τ lepton’s energy, more than what it
directly gets in decays of Ds.
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Figure 5.6: Electron neutrino (νe + ν̄e) flux, split up into individual contribu-
tions of mother particles.

































Figure 5.7: Tau neutrino (ντ + ν̄τ ) flux, split up into individual contributions
of mother particles.
5.3 Studying hadronic interactions through cos-
mic ray observations
Inclusive fluxes of atmospheric muons were measured by many experiments at
different depths, energy ranges and angles. As straight forward as it seems,
these measurements are not as simple as one might expect. Many uncertainties
have to be taken into account, like the composition of the overburden rock and
the estimation of the muons’ energy at the surface, instead of at the location
of the detector. The spectrometric momentum measurement, especially at
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high energies, requires high magnetic fields for bending the track by at least
a small amount. The granularity of segmented or pixel detectors often limits
the acceptance to energies around a few TeV.
In order to not "tune" a model to inconsistent data, we restrict ourselves
to measurements from the last two decades, in particular the cosmic muon
analyses by L3+c at CERN [12], the MINOS experiment near Fermilab [13],
OPERA at the Gran Sasso laboratory [16] and CMS [132]. An extensive
comparison between calculations and data can be found, for example, in [93].
Two observables are of special interest, the unfolded inclusive flux of muons
at the surface and the muon charge ratio between tens of GeV and 10 TeV.
The flux carries the information about pion and kaon production at higher xF,
while the muon charge ratio is a measure for the relative abundance of kaons
relative to pions. This is motivated through the different charge ratios of pions
and kaons, when produced in the projectile fragmentation region.
5.3.1 Phase-space
LHCTevatronFixed-target
Figure 5.8: Distribution of primary cosmic ray nucleons, responsible for the
production of leptons at discrete energy points, computed for H3a primary flux
and Sibyll-2.3.
First, let us evaluate at which primary interaction energies of cosmic rays
with air nuclei we are looking at, when studying muons of a certain energy.
These so called response functions are drawn in Figure 5.8. Muons at 100 GeV
are mostly produced in interactions of 600 GeV cosmic rays with a long tail
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up to PeV energies. Due to the less efficient decays, 100 GeV neutrinos are
produced in interactions of TeV cosmic rays and require on average a twice
as high primary energy. The upper x-axis relates the primary energies to
equivalent center of mass energies and accelerator generations. Fixed-target
experiments do not cover the relevant phase-space for muon and neutrino pro-
duction at these energies. Colliders like the Tevatron at Fermilab and the LHC
run at very high energies, which in the atmosphere are dominated by prompt
fluxes. Unfortunately, the experiments at colliders are not instrumented in the
small-angle scattering phase-space which is important for lepton production.
Figure 5.9: Feynman xF ranges contributing to the inclusive flux of muons
(left) and electron neutrinos (right).
By slicing the particle production matrices Ch→l in xL or xF, it is possible
to study the relevance of phase-space regions for inclusive lepton production
by calculating the fractional contribution of each slice to the total lepton flux.
In Figure 5.9 the xF cut is applied to all interaction products simultaneously.
It is also possible to study cuts on individual hadron species independently,
but for more clarity the current approach should be sufficient. In case of
muons, which are dominated by pion, kaon and unflavored meson decay at all
energies, more than 40% of inclusive leptons originate from mesons which have
been produced at xF > 0.4. The experimental techniques to study scattering at
such high p‖ are only possible at fixed-target experiments. Because the beam-
pipe at colliders has a certain extension, it is very difficult if not impossible
to install detectors in locations where these particles can be measured. At
the LHC the roman-pot experiments TOTEM and ALFA are only sensitive
to (diffractively or elastically scattered) protons. The forward calorimeter
LHCf only measures neutral particles (n and γ). Very forward pion or kaon
distributions are unknown at these energies, since the other detectors cover
only a phase-space at roughly xF < 0.1. These arguments are also valid for
other colliders.
Therefore, by comparing our predictions with high-precision atmospheric
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muon measurements, we are, in fact, sensitive to a yet unexplored phase-space
and can adjust the interaction models accordingly.
5.3.2 Comparison with high-precision measurements of
atmospheric muons
In Figure 5.10 MCEq calculations are projected against the recent muon flux
and muon charge ratio measurements. In the upper figure the primary model
is fixed and the interaction model is varied. Sibyll-2.1 does a remarkably
well muon flux prediction, despite the disagreement in the charge ratio. This
disagreement is related to a programming feature or bug, where too many K+
are produced in nuclear interactions. Therefore, one should avoid interpreting
the result to strictly. The RC3a version of Sibyll-2.3 describes the flux and the
charge ratio reasonably good. Being one of numerous development versions,
it describes the combination atmospheric muon flux together with its charge
ratios best. There is a certain level of mismatch of the spectral shape, which
can not only be attributed to the primary model.
One has to take into account, that during development the model is exclu-
sively compared to fixed-target and collider observations, but not to higher-
level observables like inclusive fluxes or Xmax distributions. It is therefore a
great success, that a high-energy particle physics and cosmic ray model ex-
trapolates to higher energies with such a precision. FLUKA has been found
to reproduce the muon flux better [103], but the hadronic interaction model
which is employed in this calculation does not work up to very-high energies.
Sibyll is at the primary energies not far away from QGSJet-II-04 gives a
similar flux prediction but a wrong charge ratio. The results of Dpmjet-III
were omitted in the figures, since it produces a roughly 30% smaller flux and
would reduce the graphical clarity. The reasons for this behavior are still under
investigation.
The influence of the primary model is studied in the bottom panel of Figure
5.10. H3a and GST do not differ much, what should not come as a surprise
since they are based on the same satellite datasets below the knee. The older
GH model has a better description of cosmic ray data below ∼ 1 TeV, but
the recently observed hardening of proton and helium spectra are not properly
modeled (see section 2.5 for more information). In this model the power-
law spectra are not broken at higher energies and it indeed shows a worse
description of muon data. This fact can be seen as an additional indirect
confirmation of the satellite observations.
5.3.3 What do we learn about hadronic interactions?
The method in the previous section compares (plain) predictions with muon
measurements, where we designed and tuned hadronic interaction models to
accelerators and then compared their predictions with muon data, with the
aim to accept or discard a version. Sometimes this method yields simple
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Figure 5.10: Atmospheric muon measurements vs MCEq for different interac-
tion models and H3a primary model (top) or for different primary flux models
and Sibyll-2.3 (bottom). Zenith bins in cos θ are given on the right hand side
of each line with an offset of 0.08 for the flux in its units and 0.4 for the ratio.
Data from [12, 13, 16, 132].
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quantitative information, such as "too low" or "too high". This is already
some sort of feedback. So, how can we improve the detail of this feedback such
that it can be interpreted in terms of corrections for successor versions?
Let us take the previous combination of muon flux and charge ratio mea-
surements in different angular and energy bins. The flux mostly resembles the
charged pion production at high xF. The angular binning at high energies is
sensitive to the relative abundance of kaons with respect to pions (π/K ratio),
because in more inclined showers pions are less attenuated due to the elon-
gated density gradient, resulting in a higher contribution to muon production
compared to vertical directions. And finally, the muon charge ratio, measured
in angular bins, is below ∼ 300 GeV sensitive to the charge ratio of pions and
above ∼ 1 TeV to the charge ratio of kaons in the projectile fragmentation
zone.
By studying the correlations between these "channels" using minimization
or Likelihood techniques, it should be possible to constrain inclusive particle
production cross-sections and possibly their differential shapes. Adding atmo-
spheric muon and electron neutrino measurements from large-volume neutrino
telescopes, could constrain charged and neutral kaon production in addition.
This technique is one of the few, if not the only one, which is sensitive to
forward particle production at very high energies.
Previous theoretical frameworks were not capable to support such studies
due to their simplifications. Semi-analytical calculations model particle pro-
duction with a single number, the Z-factor, which can yield a scalar correction
for the entire xF range and dependent on the interaction model. In addition
the approximations used to describe the atmosphere, propagation or secondary
particle production introduce sources of uncertainties, which would smear out
the results and make the studies questionable. Monte Carlo calculations are
capable to model most of the details and reduce systematic uncertainties. But
the requirements on computational time are too high for using template meth-
ods or other sophisticated unfolding techniques. On the other hand, MCEq is
precise and very fast. It can be used to produce thousands of predictions with
parameter variations within a few hours.
The following case study has the goal to illustrate how simple it can be
to feed back into interaction model development. Similar to studies carried
out by experiments, like the pi-K model in MINOS [13], we attach a variable
(fudge) factor to each partial flux originating from decays of positively and
negatively charged pions and kaons, respectively. These factors are allowed to
float during a minimization to the above mentioned datasets. One caveat is
that all datasets, except L3+c, are either not unfolded individually for each
angular bin or, if the unfolding has been performed, the data is not provided
publicly in tables. Therefore the simple Eµ cos(θ∗) parameterization is used
for the angular dependence, which is based on the planar approximation in
semi-analytical solutions. It should perform relatively well with respect to the
covered range up to θ < 56◦.
By fixing the primary model to either H3a or GST-3 and the interaction
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model to Sibyll-2.3 RC3a, the flux is computed for all angular bins and
interpolated at energies of each experimental data point. Minuit17 is used to
minimize the global χ2. Table 5.1 contains the correction factors and Figure
Table 5.1: Table of correction factors obtained from global muon flux mini-
mization.
primary flux model fπ+ fπ− fK+ fK−
H3a +0.7% +2.2% +24.9% +46.0%
GST-3 +5.6% +6.1% −2.8% +7.7%
5.11 the graphical result for H3a.
The results are encouraging. There is some ambiguity between the primary
models. The GST-3 model suggest to increase pion production by a few percent
and keep kaon production at the same level, increasing only a bit the kaon
charge ratio. But when using H3a the fit suggest to keep the pion production
at the same level and increase kaon production significantly, but also with a
small reducing charge ratio.
There is still some tension between the adjusted prediction and data, which
should not come as a surprise. One one hand, the simple rescaling of partial
fluxes at the surface, and not the differential production cross-sections, is not
sophisticated enough. It can be also the shape (hardness) of the production
spectrum and instead of the inclusive cross-section which needs adjustment.
On the other hand, the muon charge ratio measurement at high energy is not
available for separate angular bins and be therefore not precise enough. Note,
that energy is not strictly conserved in this exercise. What one can hope to
extract in a more complex analysis is guidance for the model parameters.
Let us now see, if we can recognize these "suggestions" by comparing with
measurements at accelerators. In Figure 5.12 distributions obtained with the
RC3a version of Sibyll-2.3 are compared with differential cross-section mea-
surements for charged pions and kaons. NA49 has also taken proton-carbon
data, but it does not include kaon distributions and is limited to smaller xF.
The projectile fragmentation zone at high xF will be mostly populated by
mesons from interactions, which involve one or few target nucleons. There-
fore comparisons with pp data are legitimate. Sibyll describes the data
remarkably well, given that the physics in the shown phase-space is mostly
non-perturbative.
When comparing the correction factors in Table 5.1 obtained from the fit,
we can acknowledge that the pion distributions do not need much adjustment.
The acceptance of NA49 for kaons is much smaller (xF < 0.5) when compared
to pions (xF < 0.9). Nonetheless, the suggested corrections by tens of percent
upwards are reasonable. In particular the underproduction of K− is clearly
apparent.
Since we have compared to fixed-target collisions at 149 GeV, we can infer
17Original source http://www.cern.ch/minuit
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Figure 5.11: Global minimization to all shown data points, which are explained
in the legend of Figure. The figure shows the result for the H3a primary model.
5.10.
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Figure 5.12: Sibyll-2.3 RC3a compared with fixed-target data from NA49
[135, 134] in pp collisions. The small ("delta") panels under each plot show
Monte Carlo divided by data, including the thin shaded error bands. The
errors are included but they are smaller than the markers.
confirming arguments for Feynman scaling. Recall that the muon measure-
ments are sensitive to a much higher primary interaction energy. This proof
of concept and similar studies showed that by tuning the interaction model at
low energies, we can indeed improve the description of muon data at higher
energies.
I hope that by providing the tools and inspiration to experiments which are
sensitive to atmospheric muons, they feel more encouraged to take and unfold
high precision data with the aim to analyze and constraint non-perturbative
physics of interaction models in a phase-space which is unaccessible to colliders.
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5.4 The effect of the atmosphere on inclusive
leptons
The knowledge about the influence of atmospheric variations on the flux of
leptons is currently an active topic in neutrino oscillations research. Recent
underground neutrino detectors and large volume neutrino observatories can
determine some of the remaining oscillation parameters. IceCube has already
demonstrated its sensitivity to neutrino oscillations [8, 7] by measuring muon
neutrino disappearance. However, these methods need a careful evaluation of
all systematic uncertainties in order to be competitive with accelerator based
measurements.






















































Figure 5.13: Seasonal variations of the muon (left) and muon neutrino (right)
spectrum for January and August at the South Pole. CKA are parameteriza-
tions from corsika and MSIS00 curves are obtained with the NRLMSISE-00
model. Solid lines are for vertical and dashed for horizontal zenith angles.
A large but controllable uncertainty is related to the modulation of the
flux due to the atmosphere. At lower, Super-Kamiokande range, energies the
atmosphere plays a secondary role, since the meson cascade seldom becomes
interaction dominated, or in other words pions and kaons decay below their
critical energy. Therefore, perturbations or changes to the atmospheric den-
sity rarely influence the flux of atmospheric neutrinos. Above 100 GeV the
situation is very different. Figure 5.13 demonstrates the influence of seasonal
variations of the atmosphere above the South Pole on the spectrum of muons
and neutrinos. The flux varies up to ±15% which is significant for an uncer-
tainty which can be precisely taken into account through modeling. A group
inside the IceCube Collaboration used MCEq to estimate systematic uncer-
tainties of their sterile neutrino analysis [86]. They interfaced the program
with observations from the AIRS/AQUA satellite to get a precise estimate of
the variations during the detector life-time.
In fact, this capability of MCEq to use arbitrary atmospheric profiles is
a unique feature. Section 2.2.2 describes more details of the implementation
using splines. Semi-analytical or iterative methods could not be used in the
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past. Monte Carlo calculations are too slow. Programs like conex should in
theory be capable to allow such studies. But it is neither documented, nor
published. But as a part of corsika one can expect it to have a Linsley type
parameterization.
MCEq opens also new ways for specialized studies of atmospheric variations
of the muon rate in IceCube [139, 53] and MINOS [14, 74], where the aim
is to disentangle the pion, kaon and prompt components individually. In the
current approach the modulation of the flux is attributed to the variation of an
effective temperature Teff , the first moment of the muon production spectrum
with respect to T (X). One hopes that by computing a correlation coefficient
between flux and temperature variations, it is possible to measure the relative
abundance of kaons with respect to pions. The current status is that, although
this procedure works, the results are not consistent between spring and autumn
gradients.









































All detector (IC79) muon rate at the South Pole, estimated with NRLMSISE-00
Figure 5.14: Single muon rate in IceCube, computed with effective area from
the IC79 configuration.
MCEq allows a different approach by computing directly the flux of muons
with the daily observations from AIRS satellites and by correlating it with the
trigger rates. One caveat is, that the trigger rate is proportional to the rate
of muon bundles instead of the rate of single muons. The single muon rate,
computed using muon effective areas from the 79-string (IC79) configuration of
IceCube is located in Figure 5.14. The muon rate shows the expected variation
of ±10%. Prompt muons have a very small dependence < 1% on atmospheric
variations. Interesting to note that four prompt muons arrive per second in
the detector which in principle should be a measurable signal, given some
additional signature.
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This study is still active research and results will follow in a later publica-
tion.
5.5 Predictions of conventional and prompt fluxes



























Sinegovskaya et al. 2014, QGS-II
Honda et al. 2015
Fedynitch et al. 2012, QGS-II
Figure 5.15: Conventional muon neutrino and electron neutrino fluxes, calcu-
lated with Dpmjet-III, Sibyll-2.3 RC3a, H3a primary model and US Stan-
dard atmosphere.
Fluxes of conventional muon and electron neutrinos are compared with re-
cent calculations in Figure 5.15. Near 100 GeV the calculations match, im-
plying that the "calibration" methods of hadronic interaction models indeed
work. In the calculation by Honda [81] a custom version of Dpmjet-III was cal-
ibrated to high altitude muon data by adjusting the particle production spectra
or Z-factors according to high-altitude balloon measurements [80]. Our current
development version of Dpmjet-III produces a flux, which is lower for both
species of neutrinos at lower energies, but it approaches the other models at
higher energies, in particular the Honda et al. in the electron neutrino channel.
This strongly suggest that the pion contribution is underestimated. This is in
agreement with the findings in section 5.3. The Sinegovskaya et al. [123] and
our previous Monte Carlo calculation [62] match for muon neutrinos because
only the calculation method is different but the ingredients are the same (see
section 5.1). The new Sibyll predicts a slightly harder spectrum. Currently
all of the predictions are within experimental uncertainties of IceCube. Recent
progress on analysis techniques and increased statistics might yield a better
discrimination in near future. For example, Sibyll-2.1 is already disfavored
by data [9].
Regarding prompt fluxes the situation becomes less clear. Figure 5.16 con-
tains some of the modern predictions. The MRS [99] and the ERS [58] are
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Figure 5.16: Different models of the prompt flux compared with weighted with
a simple broken power-law primary spectrum.
both based on the dipole model and consider saturation effects at high en-
ergies. The line from TIG [138] is based on a perturbative approach using
a version of Pythia. BERSS [38] and GMS [70] are NLO perturbative cal-
culations. The latter is using a modern particle physics approach to derive
theoretical uncertainties, including errors from parton distribution functions
(PDF), factorization and renormalization scale variations. The authors obtain
an error band which envelops all of the previous calculations, what should not
come as a surprise, because current colliders are not sensitive to this phase-
space. The uncertainties arise from unknown low-x behavior of gluons in the
proton and by how much non-perturbative processes contribute. The latter
include the creation of charm quark pairs in fragmentation or remnants [118].
Both, Dpmjet-III and Sibyll-2.3 lie inside this uncertainty band. The charm
model in the preliminary version of Dpmjet-III shows a different shape, which
presumably arises from a different energy behavior of the cc̄ cross-section and
a larger contribution of ΛC baryons that interact at much higher energies com-
pared to D mesons.
A larger fraction of uncertainty comes from nuclear effects. To assess this






In other words, there are no screening effects and the production of charmed
quarks is a point-like process. Quantitatively this means for the inclusive cc̄
cross-section in proton-air collisions
σcc̄,p−air = Aair σcc̄,p−p = 14.5 σcc̄,p−p. (5.2)
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In calculations labeled SIBYLL-2.3 PL (PL for point-like) charm cross sec-
tions and inclusive particle spectra are taken from pp events and scaled ac-
cording to Eq. (5.1). All of the other calculations use this approach to convert
from nucleon-nucleon to nuclear cross-sections. One can say that all of the
calculations, including the most recent ones, converge towards a band that is
smaller than an order of magnitude.
Figure 5.17: Prompt flux, calculated with different composition of cosmic rays
beyond the knee. Thick lines show the total flux, dashed the conventional and
thin the prompt flux.
An additional source of uncertainty is the primary spectrum, in particular
the composition. As mentioned in section 2.2.1, the composition above the
ankle is not well known. The models H3a and GST have a version, where
at the highest energies the flux is only protons. Protons are more efficient
in producing leptons, because the particle energy is not shared across the
nucleons. The result, where the light model variants H4a and GST-4 are
compared with their heavier counterparts is shown in Figure 5.17.
Both uncertainties, on the charm production and on the composition, are,
in fact, of similar size. If at some point the prompt flux will be measured by








Has the LHC reached the black
disk limit?
6.1 Introduction
In section 5.5 the hadronic interaction models were identified as one of the
larges sources of uncertainty of inclusive flux calculations. Air shower mea-
surements also point to a serious tension between measurement and model
predictions [2]. To improve this situation it is not sufficient to just develop fast
and precise calculation methods, but also it is crucial to enhance the model de-
scription of hadronic interactions at high energies and small scattering angles.
One model, which is a very promising candidate for a universal description
of minimum-bias and forward physics is Dpmjet-III. It has a long history
ranging back to the roots of the Dual Parton Model [46] and the analogous
Quark-Gluon-String model [87]. Through several evolutionary generations of
Monte Carlo programs it arrived at its current state, the nuclear interaction
framework Dpmjet-III built around the hadron-hadron, photon-hadron and
photon-photon interaction model Phojet. The latest changes to these mod-
els, dated to early 2000’s, are more than 15 years ago. Since then only minor
bug-fixing and adjustments have been performed, leaving the model behind in
the Tevatron era.
For leveraging the capabilities of Dpmjet-III in air shower simulations and
for inclusive flux calculations, essentially two steps are necessary.
1. The cross-sections and minimum-bias distributions have to be validated
and re-adjusted against the latest available measurements from the LHC.
2. The Monte Carlo code needs the technical capabilities to run particle
cascade simulations up to very high energies and for various projectile-
target combinations.
This chapter is about the first point, where minimum-bias measurements
point to a deficiency in the description of multiple parton interactions, which
are strongly related to the original ideas of the Dual Parton Model. The next
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chapter includes more technical topics concerning point 1. and discusses the
modifications corresponding to point 2.
6.2 Multiplicities at LHC energies
n
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Figure 6.1: Charged-particle multiplicity distributions in pp colisions at 7 TeV
compared to with a measurement from CMS [90].
The old version of Phojet suffered from a the lack of high-multiplicity
events. After finding a technical origin of this problem (see section 7.7), the
tail of charged particle multiplicity distributions showed a specific curvature at
high energies (right panel in Figure 6.1), while at lower energies the distribu-
tions stayed normal. Variations of parameters or other tuning efforts modified
the generator, but this high-multiplicity tail persisted. Further investigation
revealed, that most, if not all, models which are based on an eikonal picture and
a two-component pomeron, suffer from similar behavior (left panel of Figure
6.1).
Low energy High energy
Figure 6.2: Sketch of multiple partonic interactions, viewed from the z-axis on
the transverse impact parameter plane.
The striking difference between collisions at lower energies and the high
energies of the LHC is size of the hard cross-section σQCD, to which the hard
component of the pomeron amplitude is normalized. The growth of the hard
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cross-section is one of the few ingredients in the model which is perturbatively
well understood in QCD. So on one hand the steep growth has to be present in
the model and on the other hand, data suggests that the picture of how multiple
soft and hard partonic interactions are distributed in impact parameter space
is incomplete (see Figure 6.2).
The event generator Phojet as many other minimum-bias generators, in-
corporates ideas from Gribov’s Regge Field Theory [75], together with a QCD
enhanced parton model to form a consistent description of hadronic final states.
Details of included practical concepts, the fundamental ideas and their success
or failure in the description of observations have been discussed in great de-
tail inside available literature, e.g. [46, 88, 107, 121]. It would be beyond the
scope of this work to re-introduce all aspects of a half century of research,
even in a short condensed form. Therefore, only a small subset of theoretical
background is included in this chapter which is considered as the minimum to
understand the motivation and procedure of the following study.
6.3 About S -matrix theory and the pomeron
In the 1960’s the S-matrix theory, a relativistic extension of potential scat-
tering theory and the quantum mechanical scattering matrix, prevailed to be
a promising approach to understand hadron scattering. Extensive literature
has been published on this topic, such as the classic book by Collins [48] and
more modern summaries [55, 33]. In fact, the theory became too compli-
cated and never reached its goal to explain all details of hadronic interactions.
The objects which it predicted based on its mathematical expressions, such
as the leading Pomeranchuk pole or simply the pomeron, could not be unam-
biguously associated with observations of microscopic matter, the partons. It
would be wrong to say, that there is no fundamental description or at least
an imagination of what the pomeron is, since later, the BFKL pomeron has
been theoretical explored by Lipatov [96] and other authors in perturbative
QCD as a series of gluon ladders. However, the energy behavior of this BFKL
pomeron was found to be sufficiently steeper with an intercept of around s0.3
rather than s0.08 as observed from cross-section measurements at colliders. So,
either this object is not the same pomeron and there are multiple types, or
it is the same one but the "bare" intercept is screened by non-perturbative
corrections and appears therefore softer.
However it is still to early to give up and label this direction as wrong.
Except the achievements during the S-matrix campaign of the last century,
such as the Regge theory and the relativistic field-theoretical extension by
Gribov, the Gribov-Regge Field Theory (GRFT) [75], no other theories have
emerged which allow to predict total, elastic and diffractive cross-sections. A
consistent non-pertubative QCD still needs to be formulated and numerical
approaches, such as lattice QCD, are not yet capable to describe high-energy
phenomenology from first principles.
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6.4 Impact parameter representation
For the description elastic scattering [39, 60] of particle A with 4-momentum
pA off particle b with 4-momentum pB, A + B → A + B, it is convenient to
work with Mandelstam variables
s = (pA + pB)
2 t = (pA − pA′)2 u = (pA′ − pB′)2, (6.1)
where pA′ and pB′ denote outgoing momenta.
With ~k being the momentum of the incoming particles in the center of mass
system, the elastic scattering amplitude can be defined via its relationship to






|A(s, t)|2 ≈ 1
16πs2
|A(s, t)|2. (6.2)
The optical theorem relates the total cross-section to the elastic scattering




=m(A(s, t = 0)). (6.3)
In general, the complex elastic scattering amplitude can be decomposed into
a series of partial waves
A(s, t) = 16π
∞∑
0
(2l + 1)al(s)Pl(cos θ). (6.4)
The center-of-mass scattering angle θ is given by






where q denotes the transfered momentum. The impact parameter ~B can be
introduced and related to the angular momentum l in accordance to classical
scattering as





is added for convenience [39]. At very high energies the number





dB k in Eq. (6.4). Using a Bessel function to express the Legendre
polynomials for large l
Pl(cos θ)






and the analytic continuation of al(s)|l=kB = a(s, ~B) for the impact parameter
amplitude, Eq. (6.4) can be rewritten as














dϕ exp (iz cosϕ), (6.9)
~q ~B = qB cosϕ and d2 ~B = B dBdϕ and obtain
A(s, t) = 4s
∫ ∞
0
d2 ~B a(s, ~B)ei~q
~B. (6.10)
For <eA(s, t)2 → 0





we can invert the Fourier-transform and get the prescription for the trans-
















6.5 Eikonal approximation and cross-sections in
Phojet
In GRFT the amplitude of a single (soft) pomeron exchange between particle
A and B reads






where giIP denote the particle-IP coupling and the t-dependent αIPs(t) is the
pomeron’s Regge trajectory. The intercept at αIPs(t = 0) of the soft pomeron
is supercritical (>1). Neither the Regge trajectory nor the t-dependence of
giIP are strongly fixed by theory and there are various possible choices, mostly
motivated from comparisons with data [100, 85, 112]. In Phojet the couplings
have an exponential form in t
giIP (t) = g
0




with the (soft) slopes b0iIP . The advantage of using this particular parametriza-
tion is that via the optical theorem and equations (6.11) and (6.12), one can


















Since more components, such as additional reggeons or a hard pomeron contri-










Exponential forms of the t-dependence have the advantage that Fourier
transformations between the t-space and the impact parameter space can be
easily handled analytically.
...
Figure 6.3: N-pomeron exchange graph. The blobs in the interaction region
represent elastic and resonant intermediate states.
One possibility to derive the eikonal approximation is by summing over all
n-pomeron IP exchange amplitudes [60] (Figure 6.3). By assuming multipe-
ripheral kinematics and that only elastic intermediate states are important, i.e.
there is no ordering in time and space, or in other words all single exchange
amplitudes refer to the same incoming and outgoing state, the n-pomeron
amplitude can be approximated with the expression

















basically a product of one-pomeron exchange amplitudes and the alternating-
sign factors from Abramovski-Gribov-Kancheli cutting rules, which take care
of permutations and double counting of equivalent graphs.
The n-pomeron exchange amplitude can be obtained by transforming from


















where a(1) = aBorn(s, ~B) denotes the impact parameter amplitude of the one-














Some properties of the eikonal function χ(s, ~B) are
χ(s, ~B) = −2ia(1)(s, ~B) and 2
∫
d2 ~B χ(s, ~B) = σBorn(s). (6.20)
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One consequence of writing a(s, ~B) using the eikonal function is that its
upper bound becomes 0.5 in case of purely real χ. The imaginary part of χ
can not be independently chosen, since the functions underly analyticity con-
straints [100]. The real part of the amplitude at small t can be either obtained






example in Eq. (6.15) where ∆IPs ∼ 0.1.
Another consequence of eikonalized amplitudes is the conservation of uni-
tarity [39, 60].
Using the definitions above one can derive the following expressions
σtot = 2
∫
d2 ~B =m(a(s, ~B)) = 2
∫
d2 ~B (1 + e−χR sinχI) (6.21a)
σel = 2
∫
d2 ~B |a(s, ~B)|2 =
∫
d2 ~B(1 + 2e−χR sinχI + e
−χR) (6.21b)
σinel = σtot − σel =
∫
d2 ~B(1− e−2χR) (6.21c)

























where the energy-dependent slope bAB is given by (3.20). The two-pomeron contribu-
tion to the total AB scattering cross section being proportional to the imaginary part
of the amplitude is negative. Furthermore, the two-pomeron cross section rises with




Figure 3.4: Examples of the enhanced graphs: a) triple-pomeron graph (high-mass
intermediate state on photon side), b) triple-pomeron graph (high-mass intermediate
state on hadron side), c) loop pomeron graph (high-mass intermediate states on both
sides).
Qualitatively, the same results are obtained evaluating the the graphs involving the
second term of (3.23) with includes high-mass intermediate states (so called enhanced
graphs). These graphs are characterized by pomeron self-couplings as shown in Fig. 3.4.
The calculation of the corresponding amplitudes is straightforward. The results are
summarized below.
• Triple-pomeron (TP) graph (Fig. 3.4 a) and b), the formulae below refer to a)):




































































• Loop-pomeron (LP) graph (Fig. 3.4 c)):
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3.2.2 Double-pomeron scattering
A direct consequence of the interpretation of the amplitudes MA, MB in (2.34,3.23)
as pomeron-particle scattering is the prediction of events with pomeron-pomeron scat-






Figure 3.5: Iterated triple-
pomeron graph describing pomeron-
pomeron scattering.
pomeron graph is the dominant correction to the triple- and loop-pomeron graphs.
Applying Gribov’s reggeon calculus, the double-pomeron amplitude can be written
as

































































































where sA and sB are defined as sA = (pA + kB)
2 and sB = (pB + kA)
2, respectively.
The integration of (3.36) is discussed in detail in Appendix A.1.
3.2.3 Two-channel eikonal approximation
The classical form of the eikonal approximation is obtained by summing all n-pomeron
exchange amplitudes A(n) assuming that only elastic intermediate states between the
pomerons are important. In Regge phenomenology, this corresponds to the substitution
of the n-pomeron-hadron coupling functions (for example, the two-pomeron-hadron
coupling function is given by Eq. (2.34)) by products of pomeron-particle couplings.
Triple-Pomeron side 1 TP side 2 pomeron loop double pomeron scattering
Single Diffraction side 1 SD side 2 double diffraction central diffraction
Figure 6.4: Enhanced graphs in Phojet.
The unitarization scheme in Phojet is based on the eikonalization on Born-
level graph amplitudes of simple and enhanced graphs (see Figure 6.4)
χ(s, ~B) = χS(s, ~B) + χH(s, ~B) + χTP(s, ~B) + χLP(s, ~B) + χDP(s, ~B). (6.22)
The subscripts refer to different types of (enhanced) graphs: S single-pomeron
exchange, H "hard" (pQCD) pomeron exchange, TP the triple pomeron graph
for high mass-diffraction, LP loop pomeron graph for central diffraction and
DP the explicit double-pomeron exchange. Low-mass diffraction, the excita-
tion of an initial hadronic state l into an excited state l∗, is implemente via
a two-channel formalism, where the eikonal functions are represented as 2× 2
matrices. The possibility for the interaction of excited states is symbolized
by blobs in Figure 6.4. The unitarization scheme is the basis for arbitrary
complex event topologies. Each collision is allowed to have co binations of
multiple exchanges of any of the above listed graphs.
Under the assumption of uncorrelated mulitple exchanges of pomeron graphs
which result in particle production, called (inelastic) cuts, the probability dis-
tribution is poissonian. This picture yields the cross-section for multiple cuts,
or graph exchanges, by expanding Eq. 6.21c







. . . (6.23)
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Rapidity  y 
dN/dy
MD
Figure 6.5: Particle production in an event with one cut pomeron and one cut
triple-pomeron graph. The cut triple-pomeron graph results in a high mass
diffraction with mass MD.
One example for an event topology, consisting of multiple cut graphs, is
given in Figure 6.5. The uncut graph in the middle of the upper right diagram
is purely elastic and does not contribute to particle production.
6.6 Reconstructing the impact parameter am-
plitude from elastic scattering
The optical theorem (Eq. 6.3) relates the total cross-section to elastic scatter-
ing. By recovering the elastic scattering amplitude from measured differential
cross-sections, it should be therefore possible to learn about the form of the
amplitude and possible signatures of (scattering probability) saturation.
6.6.1 Interference structure of the complex scattering am-
plitude
To understand the dip structure of the elastic differential cross-section, the
correspondence in Eq. (6.12) can be used. In a first step the experimentally
measured dσel
dt
















∼ |A(s, t)|2, (6.24)
where the Ai’s are real normalization constants, the bi’s are real valued slopes
and α is a complex constant. In the past, this function has been success-
fully applied in the analysis of ISR data [24]. Other parameterizations, for
example from [104], were tested but Eq. (6.24) is found to be deliver superior
performance and reliability.
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The fitting procedure is performed for three proton-proton and proton-
antiproton datasets, each chosen according to the following quality require-
ments:
• The data extends from very small t values near the coulumb-interference
region/ optical point up to as large as possible t values.
• If a dataset is composed from different experimental publications and/or
different collider runs, they have to be properly normalized and matched
to each other (see e.g. procedure by Schubert [24]),
• The dip or shoulder region needs to be well measured, since it is the
most crucial t-range for the determination the ratio between the real
and imaginary parts of the fit function,
• A measurement of ρ(s) = <eA(s, t = 0)/=mA(s, t = 0) is helpful to dis-
entangle the ambiguity between real and imaginary part.
Investigated is data from three generations of colliders, ranging from the ISR
(70’s-80’s) at 52.8 GeV [24], the SPS (80’s-90’s) at 540 GeV [35, 43] to the
LHC at 7 TeV [137, 136]. At the SPS and the LHC the small and large t
measurements have been merged without further normalizations, since they
match smoothly.
The implementation of the Levenburg-Marquardt algorithm (least-squares)
in the MINPACK package has been used to minimize the parameters. The
covariance matrix contains several coefficients close to one, which should come
at no surprise, since a complex function is only restricted by its modulus and
the role of the three exponentials is to some extent interchangeable in the sense
that any of them can be leading in a certain range of t.
Fit results
The parameters are not restricted with the aim to fix the roles of the exponen-
tials in certain t ranges, i.e. the third exponential representing small t and the
others interference (dip) region and large t. The fit results are listed in Table
Table 6.1: Fit parameters for Eq. 6.24.
Dataset A1 A2 A3 b1 b2 b3 <e α =m α
ISR 52.8 GeV 5.11 12.61 0.02 43.37 17.97 1.06 0.54 −0.05
SPS 540 GeV 6.46 13.93 0.15 35.42 17.17 2.43 0.70 −0.13
LHC 7 TeV 7.86 38.38 1.15 22.16 41.15 4.63 0.51 −0.08
6.1.
The left panel of Figure 6.6 shows the excellent result of the fit. The func-
tional form is compatible with the dip structure for both pp and pp̄ scattering.
The breakdown plot in the right panel and the ration of real to imaginary
part, demonstrate how the complex phase emerges from the superposition of
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Figure 6.6: (left panel) Results of the fit using the parameters given in the
text. The datasets and the fit multiplied by offset for clarity. (right panel)
Ratio of real-to-imaginary part of A(s, t).
the three functions. One one hand, the approximation of a purely imagi-
nary amplitude in Phojet and other generators seems adequate, since ρ(s)
is indeed small, 0.1 at ISR and somewhat higher at Tevatron and LHC not
exceeding 0.2. On the other hand, due to the Fourier correspondence between
t-space and ~B-space, large values of t notably contribute to a(s, ~B) for small
values of ~B and can become important when judging how close the amplitude
approaches the black disk limit. Except for different values and positions of
the breakdown, the fit it is very similar for the other energies.
6.6.2 Interpolation of the elastic amplitude
In section 6.6.1 some model dependence is involved into the derivation of the
amplitude. Mainly it is the idea that the dip structure is a consequence of
the complex interference of several exponential functions. In fact, we don’t
know how <eA(s, t)/=mA(s, t) evolves for other values of t except t = 0. The
excellent quality of small-t and large-t data from the TOTEM experiment is
suitable for an interpolation under the assumption that ρ is constantly zero
over the entire range of t, i.e. the reconstructed amplitude is purely imaginary
as it is in the models.
The TOTEM Experiment took several times data in pp collisions at 7 TeV at
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the LHC. Two elastic scattering datasets, measured with different beam optics,
span the ranges 0.02 < −t < 0.33 GeV2 (EPL96) [136] and 0.36 < −t < 2.5
GeV2 (EPL95) [137] of the momentum transfer squared. It is straight for-
ward to stack both sets together since their normalizations match and appear
consistent over the entire t range.
For a robust and smooth interpolation, the range of t is subdivided into
three regions
I) small-t 0 < t <= 0.25: fit using aIe−BI t+Ct
2
II) dip region 0.25 <= t < 1.0: fit and interpolation with cubic-splines
III) large-t 1.0 <= t < 5.0: fit using aIIIe−BIII t
By using a similar technique as in section 6.6.1, the fit parameters are found to
be are aI = 503.139± 19.575 mbarn/GeV2, BI = 19.575± 0.011 GeV−2, C =
−2.133± 0.231 GeV−4, aIII = 1.039± 0.005 mbarn/GeV2 and BIII = 4.519±
0.003 GeV−2. In order to estimate the effect due to the dip and the harder
I II III
Figure 6.7: Fits and interpolations compared to the combined EPL95 and
EPL96 TOTEM data. i) is the result of interpolation, a) the exponential fit
with a curvature parameter and b) a simple gaussian fit using the B0(t = 0)
value from EPL96. The right pane enlarges the small t region.
large t behavior of dσel/dt on the impact parameter amplitude, alternative,
simpler forms are also used:
a) same as region I)
b) dσexp
dt
|t=0e−Bexpt with fit parameters obtained by TOTEM as listed EPL96





The fit regions as well as the result of the interpolation is shown in Fig. 6.7.
The right panel demonstrates that at t = 0 the different parameterizations are
indistinguishable, leading to the same value of σtot.
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Figure 6.8: Impact parameter amplitudes, obtained by transformation from t-
space using Eq. 6.12. The right panel zooms into the important region around
the black disc value =m a(s, ~B) = 0.
The numerical transformation from t-dependent into impact parameter am-
plitudes with Eq. 6.12 requires accurate numerical work. Several cross-checks
and parameter studies were performed to gain confidence in the numerical
result.
6.7 Results and discussion
Black disk limit
Figure 6.9: (left panel) Imaginary part of impact parameter amplitude at 7
TeV. (right panel) Eikonal function naïvly calculated by inverting 6.19.
Figure 6.9 shows the imaginary part of the impact parameter amplitude,
reconstructed using different functional forms. The interference line is the
transformation of the complex amplitude fit from section 6.6.1 into impact
parameter space using Eq. (6.8). The interpolated line is obtained using tech-
niques from section 6.6.2 where the small t exp() line corresponds to case a).
Both assume a purely imaginary amplitude and are transformed using Eq.
6.12.
The result is that in the case where the real part of the amplitude is ne-
glected, the black disk limit would have been exceeded, violating unitarity and
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also analyticity. In the case where the complex amplitude is explicitly recov-
ered from data, the black disk limit is not exceeded and there is still a sizable
margin to get there. Also, the amplitude shows some widening. The attempt
to naïvely calculate an eikonal function by inverting Eq. (6.19) is shown in the
right panel of Figure 6.9. The interference model, the only one not exceed-
ing the black disk limit, gives some guidance how a possible eikonal function
can look like. Event generators typically use gaussian or electrical dipole form
factors. In the other two attempts, the eikonal changes its complex phase at
small values of the impact parameter, producing discontinuities.
Figure 6.10: (left panel) Energy dependence of a(s, ~B) obtained from interfer-
ence type fits and eikonalized amplitudes from Phojet. (right panel) Ratio
of real and imaginary part of a(s, ~B).
What if we mitigate the question and instead of asking for exceeding the
black disk limit, what is certainly not the case at the LHC, formulate the
question in the following way: Does the proximity of the black disk limit
introduce qualitative changes in the form of the impact parameter amplitude?
Looking on Figure 6.10 the answer is definitely not no. While the amplitude
at low ISR energies has a nearly gaussian shape, it flattens for small b at high
energies. The amplitudes in Phojet are flatter and wider what is not neces-
sarily a problem, since only the the integral ∼
∫
db b a(s, b) is constraint by
cross-section data, not its shape. In addition the amplitude is a superposition
of various higher order graphs and contains diffractive and inelastic topologies.
This large difference between the shapes could raise other questions in future
studies.
6.8 Returning to multiplicity distributions at the
LHC
The framework from section 6.5 allows us to construct a toy-model for the
study of the dependence of multiple cuts as a function of energy, which directly
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relate to the number of multiple parton interactions in a more complete model.
The simplest model, which replicates the multiplicity behavior, includes a
two-component pomeron, with a soft and hard component. Diffractive topolo-
gies can be neglected, since they only contribute to a small fraction of the
cross-section at high energies. For a more accurate description at lower ener-
gies an effective reggeon (intercept αIR < 1) is also included.
Using Equations (6.15), (6.16), (6.19) and (6.20), we can write down the
following model for the scattering of two equal particles












The soft IPS and hard IPH component only differ by the choice of parameters.
The effective slope is traditionally parameterized as






where the slope of the pomeron-trajectory α′IP describes the transverse growth
of the hadron. Since the equations (6.21) enable direct calculations of cross-
sections, several parameters can be obtained from a fit to data. The hard
Table 6.2: Model parameters.
component ∆IP α′IP gIP B0
soft 0.111 0.27 6.143 3.2 GeV2
hard 0.2 0.0 1.6 2.0 GeV2
reggeon -0.455 0.9 17.33 0.7 GeV2
cross-section intercept is adjusted and fixed to be similar to the minijet cross-
section. The parameter s0 = 1.0 GeV2 is fixed.
The results are shown in Figure 6.11. The full label stands for the full
eikonal model (soft + hard + reggeon), while curves labeled soft only show
the contribution of the soft component. The result of the fit to the total cross-
section in the upper left panel proves a reasonable description of data. The
energy evolution of the impact parameter amplitude is demonstrated in the
upper right panel, where the 100 TeV line reaches the black disk limit and
flattens for small b. The bottom left panel shows that this effect starts above
a few TeV and becomes very strong above tens of TeV. This particular model
closely approaches the black disk limit at 30 TeV.
The distribution of the cross-section for multiple cuts calculated with Eq.
(6.23) is located in lower right panel. When energy increases, the probability
distribution for multiple hard interactions becomes flatter at higher nH. This
effect is responsible for the multiplicity distributions in Phojet at 7 TeV and
most probably in some of the other event generators in Figure 6.1 as well, which
use eikonalization as the basis for the modeling of multiple parton interactions
and for the conservation of unitarity.
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Figure 6.11: Results obtained with the simple eikonal model using the param-
eters from Table 6.2. The colors in the lower right panel represent energies as
in the upper right one.
Pythia [124] has an alternative method to restore unitarity by using "Su-
dakov" form factors, see Eq. (2.26) in [49]. With this method, the shape
of the impact parameter amplitude is not deformed by unitarity corrections
as in Eq. (6.19). It adds an additional level of control with respect to the
shape of the multiplicity distribution by free choice of the transverse over-
lap function. Some cosmic ray generators employ various phenomenological,
often non-perturbative, ideas to control the behavior at very high energies.
EPOS [114] handles high parton densities with a hydronamical concept. Even
in proton-proton collisions, the energy density between two colliding particles
can produce a Quark-Gluon-Plasma, which stochastically expands and frag-
ments into hadrons. Additionally it includes energy sharing, a strong force
exchange between interleaved scattering partners. In QGSJet-II [108] ab-
sorptive corrections are recursively inserted into each pomeron graph, using
self-interaction of pomerons employing vertices of higher order than three.
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Strongly influenced by Gribov’s Reggeon field theory the authors had to take
several phenomenological decisions to make it work.
The disagreement in multiplicity distributions is certainly a fundamental
drawback of the eikonal model as it is formulated now. The assumption of
multiperipheral kinematics and that in the construction of the n-pomeron am-
plitude only elastic graphs contribute seem too strong. Expecting that all
partons in a hadron could be potential scattering partners seems to be not re-
alistic enough for modeling interactions at energies of the LHC. On the other
hand, the unitarization scheme via eikonalization performed very well in the
past and it even produced robust predictions for the LHC, often better than
models based on other schemes [52]. A new central question has also to include
the purpose of the model, since there are a number of models for a specific
application one can choose from. For cosmic ray applications, the ability to
extrapolate robustly far beyond collider energies is one of the most crucial
aspects. Pythia and other high-energy physics generators didn’t show good
results when the energy was increased by a factor of three between the Teva-
tron and the LHC. However after some time and retuning effort, the models, in
particular Pythia, were able to match better. Nowadays every experiment at
the LHC produces a personalized tune of a general purpose generator, which
describes their low level distributions in the best way, technically. Asking a
more provocative question, what the physical difference between pp interac-
tions at LHCb and CMS is, can be passed to the interested reader.
If the eikonal model does not need global overhaul, what can be done instead
to repair the behavior?
It could be sufficient to expand the view of the collision into (geometrical)
longitudinal space, taking some ideas from dipole models as it is implemented
in the Monte Carlo generator dipsy [77]. In this picture the effect of partonic
"screening" naturally emerges by considering the (longitudinal) transport of
a color dipole through dense partonic matter. Sketched in Figure 6.12 is the
collision of two Lorentz-contracted hadrons, viewed from the (y, z)-plane. One
driving idea could be to modify the expressions of elementary parton-parton
interactions and accommodate the possibility that not all partons are located
on a plane surface but instead on a disk with some extension in z. The number
of partons seen from each hadron’s side would be effectively reduced the denser
the matter becomes. The elaboration of these ideas and possible ways to merge
them with the current framework has to be part of a future study.
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All partons can participate 
in collisions
Effective parton cross-section 
reduced due to screening
z
y
Figure 6.12: (Longitudinal) screening of partons. The red dots symbolize indi-
vidual parton-parton interactions. Those in green are screened by a preceding
interaction in time and space.
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Chapter 7
A new revision of Phojet and
Dpmjet
Phojet is a minimum-bias Monte Carlo event generator [60, 59, 61] for hadron-
hadron, photon-hadron and photon-photon interactions. The basis of the
model is the two-component Dual Parton Model [46], which integrates the
ideas of Regge theory [75, 76], non-perturbative and perturbative expansions
of QCD within a common framework. Generally accepted arguments, such
as unitarity or duality [48, 33], support the self-consistency of the model and
should allow to make relatively robust extrapolations up to very high future
collider or cosmic ray energies. Historically the model Dtujet-93 [30] con-
tained an almost complete description of soft processes and a model for gluon-
gluon scattering as the hard component. Phojet superseded it in the second
part of the 1990’s with a complete (source code) rewrite, a new model for
photon-hadron and photon-photon interactions and a full set of leading-order
QCD processes, an interface to parton distribution function libraries and many
more features. For fragmentation, as the last step in the generation of an event,
Phojet interfaces with Pythia, or Jetset in the older versions.
Dpmjet-III [119] is a generator for hadron-nucleus, photon-nucleus and
nucleus-nucleus collisions. It uses Phojet to generate individual hadron-
hadron and photon-hadron collisions. I.e. calling Dpmjet for a proton-proton
collision is identical to calling Phojet for the same setup. Dpmjet provides a
realization of the Glauber model for nuclear collisions, photo-nuclear interac-
tions, intranuclear cascade models, spectator fission and fragmentation, and it
includes models for low energy interactions. Dpmjet-III is relased as a public
version and also as part of the FLUKA particle physics simulation package
[63, 41].
This project makes use of the influx of fresh LHC data to revise the models
for recent and future collider development and on the other hand to integrate
them deeper into the astroparticle physics community.
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7.1 Technical state of the programs at the be-
ginning of the project
The last author modifications to Phojet are dated to 2001. At this time the
generator described in high detail proton-antiproton collisions up to the energy
of 1.96 TeV of the Tevatron and also multi-particle production at HERA.
7.1.1 Phojet
Several versions of the source code are circulating:
• a public stand-alone version 1.12-35,
• a development version, including a few more recent modifications, C
pre-processor directives for conditional compilation and common block
includes,
• the FLUKA version, based on 1.12-35, separated into individual files for
each subroutine, containing fortran style includes of common blocks.
Phojet 1.12-35 comes bundled together with the complete source code of
the Pythia 6.1 package [124]. Pythia’s routines are used for running the
Lund-fragmentation scheme on partonic states, final state radiation and for
the decays of short-lived particles.
The format is standard fixed-format fortran 77 with only very few fea-
tures taken over from F90 extensions to the standard. The only extensions
used are
• mixed use of old-style DO-CONTINUE and new-style DO-ENDDO loop defini-
tions,
• some variable names are longer than 6 characters and contain under-
scores,
• at one location dynamic array memory allocation is used in a bundled
PDF library.
The style of the code has some visible tension in the coding style and formatting
between old parts of the code, including routines ported from its predecessors,
and the more recently written parts, making the code somewhat inhomoge-
neous. Some functionality was added later on top, for example the routines
for resolved pomeron interactions in the Ingelman-Schlein picture [84] require
a recursive "interaction-within-an-interaction-approach". Since fortran 77
does not support recursive subroutine calls, the author added management
structures to dump and restore the state before and after the "recursive" it-
erations. This modification increased the complexity of the program flow and
introduced problems for debugging.
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The state of documentation is not exceptional. The global ideas and for-
mulas are contained in the main author’s PhD thesis [60]. Another document
phoman112.pdf is an excerpt of the thesis plus additional user documentation,
explaining some of the common block variables, parameters and particle/s-
tatus codes. Since on top of that a developer documentation or a complete
reference manual do not exist, the most valuable sources of information are
personal discussions with the main author and the explanations in the headers
of subroutines.
Differences between the source code versions listed above are purely techni-
cal. Although there is no possibility to compare the versions using tools like
diff, the comparison of the results and of detailed debug output yielded no
divergence between them.
Apart from these rather minor deficiencies, the program contains many
helpful features, detailed debugging output and cross-check routines for all
kinds of special purposes. An integer array with up to 100 elements controls
the verbosity of the output in a very fine-grained way. In general, the code is
in a manageable and debugged state as long as the execution follows proven
code paths.
7.1.2 Dpmjet
The source of Dpmjet III circulates in several flavors
• latest public release as version 3.0-6 in a single file,
• older minor releases, which have been integrated into experimental frame-
works or cascade programs
• the version bundled with FLUKA
All versions are written in fortran 77 and, although identical in high-energy
behavior, they differ in several aspects as summarized in Table 7.1.
A severe problem is that there is no possibility to detect differences between
the versions apart from comparing physical distributions on a "macroscopic"
scale. Due to many modifications between the FLUKA version and the latest
release diff can not be applied in a meaningful way. The comparison of random
number sequences is mostly effective in detecting a divergence in behavior
between technical changes which should not affect the physics.
In contrast to Phojet the differences between the Dpmjet versions are
not just technical. As listed in Table 7.1 the standalone version lacks several
models which have been either merged with the core functionality of FLUKA
or introduced later in the second part of the 2000’s. For these reasons the two
versions have to be maintained separately and, in fact, treated as two different
programs. In case of the standalone version, there is neither a source version
control nor any kind of change-log available.
The style of the source is very inhomogeneous. Some code parts are visibly
taken over from very old versions of the predecessors dtunuc and bamjet
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Table 7.1: Differences between the standalone and the FLUKA version of
Dpmjet III version 3.0-6.
Dpmjet standalone Dpmjet in FLUKA
• source code in one file • each subroutine in own file
• no preprocessor directives • include directives for common
blocks
• public single-file Phojet ver-
sion
• bundled version with modified
source
• nuclear cross-sections calcu-
lated at initialization
• nuclear cross-sections pre-
tabulated
• distribution via e-mail to au-
thors
• distribution as part of FLUKA
• no fission/evaporation module • evaporation when linking with
FLUKA
• no chain fusion/color reconnec-
tion
• chain fusion/color reconnection
for nuclei with A ≥ 12
• no verbosity control • verbosity control via LPRI vari-
able
• bug-fixes and additional checks
• less compiler warnings
[120], including fortran 66 features such as Hollerith characters. Other parts
of the program contain routines ported from Phojet but instead of extending
Phojet and linking it as a library the code has been copied and branched off
from the Phojet development. The general coding style and variable naming
suggest that several developers worked on the code. Although several code
paths became obsolete, the work to refactor and clean-up the traces has never
been accomplished, making the code bloated with its 40k lines (excluding the
bundled Phojet and Pythia programs).
Although modifications to Dpmjet were not the main goal of this project,
the deep interrelation with Phojet required updating both versions of Dpm-
jet as soon as Phojet underwent significant technical changes. The lack of
detailed or "non-author" debugging information resulted in long development
and bug-fixing cycles.
The state of documentation is inadequate. The models for photon-nucleus
interactions are described in [120] and the references therein. The user-interface
is meant to be driven by ASCII control cards containing a sequence of keywords
and parameters. Apart from short descriptions of the keywords, a few in-line
comments and the rare occurrence of descriptions in subroutine headers, no
documentation is available.
There was some granularity control of the output verbosity foreseen, but
never properly implemented. Sometimes physical cross-check routines can
catch inconsistencies, but their level of output is insufficient to understand
the error without understanding the full mechanism of the cross-check first
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and then the exact state of the program flow before the occurrence of the
error. At least, the long life-cycles of the versions and broad usage by the
community helped to reach a state, where the program runs stable in typical
usage scenarios.
7.2 Goals for the new version
At the time of writing the LHC just restarted with Run-II at 13 TeV center-
of-mass energy. For the previous run at 0.9, 2.36, 7 and 8 TeV the majority
of minimum-bias results is already published. A natural goal is to compare
the physics performance between Phojet and data and, in a first step, locate
the distributions which are insufficiently described. In a later step the model
can be updated, tuned or changed to achieve a better agreement with the
experiment.
Astroparticle physics is currently a popular field with strong requirements
on the quality of hadronic interaction models, in particular regarding the ex-
trapolation into unexplored energy regimes and the prediction of very forward
distributions. For studies on LHC upgrades or on future hadron colliders,
such as Future Circular Collider (FCC) project at CERN, the requirements
are similar. In hadron collisions at 100 TeV center-of-mass (as it is foreseen
in FCC), secondary particles travel at energies not far from cosmic rays and
deposit energy in machine elements.
Several publicly available event generators are specialized on these applica-
tions, in particular on extensive air shower simulations and particle cascades in
matter at very high energy. Recently the high-energy physics community dis-
covered that these models perform very well as general purpose Monte Carlos
in collider applications [52] and they tend to have a good predictive power (see
for example the first 13 TeV results [29, 92, 28]). The community calles these
models cosmic ray Monte Carlos or generators. Typical requirements include:
• the simulation of collisions up to ultra high energies ≤ 1021 eV,
• strict energy and momentum conservation,
• model for meson-nucleon and hadron-nucleus interactions
• multiple projectile target combinations in one run initializing just once
in the beginning, e.g. in a cascade program
• detailed microscopic model for forward and diffractive physics,
• nuclear interaction model supporting at least projectiles with Ap ≤ AFe
and targets with AT ≤ Aair,
• consistent and smooth behavior of total and partial process cross-sections
over the entire energy range.
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Dpmjet together with Phojet fulfill several of these requirements, but other
features are missing. The first shortcoming is Phojet’s model for the to-
tal and partial process cross sections. It tops out at several tens of TeV in
center-of-mass frame, because some of the diffractive cross-sections become
negative. The second shortcoming is the lack of the possibility to handle
multiple projectile-target combinations simultaneously. Although the models
always supported meson-hadron or meson-nucleus interactions, they only kept
one set of tables in memory. The application for particle cascades requires that
the model accepts different projectile-target combinations in the same run (see
section 7.3).
By implementing the necessary modifications and by bringing Dpmjet,
which is at this moment mostly used across the particle physics community,
into astroparticle physics will result in mutual benefits. On the astroparticle
side, a new model with a detailed underlying microscopical picture will allow
for novel types of studies in air-shower physics. Further, the model can be
employed for much more sophisticated calculations of astrophysical cascades
at the location of the sources of ultra high energy cosmic rays, since it works
down to threshold energies and can also handle interactions with nuclei and real
or virtual photons. The benefit for the collider community is that the model
will be tested and improved in a much wider range of the phase-space. Since
it is capable to handle center-of-mass energies across six orders of magnitude
it can be used in detailed cascade codes with many generations of secondary
interactions. Radiation protection or energy deposition calculations will profit
from a consistent treatment of all particle interactions on the same footing and
at the same level of detail.
Another aspect is the technical improvement and quality assurance, i.e. find-
ing and correcting bugs, refactoring of the source code, ensuring compatibility
with modern compilers and higher optimization levels.
7.3 Multi-particle modification
Phojet supports effectively only one projectile-target combination per initial-
ization. Multiple calls to the initialization routines are not supported and not
recommended. The initialization sequence in Phojet is
1. general parameter initialization in PHO_INIT(...) (static parameters),
2. initial calculation of cross-section, process probabilities for a single projectile-
target combination in a call to PHO_EVENT(-1,...),
3. per-event initialization, like resetting counters and stacks, updating statis-
tics metrics during subsequent calls to PHO_EVENT(>0,...).
The most time consuming part, taking seconds on modern computers, is
the calculation of the hard cross-section as a convolution of leading-order QCD
matrix elements with parton densities over the entire phase-space. Therefore
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it is crucial to avoid repetitions of this step when switching between different
projectiles.
The question how to implement the desired functionality is accompanied by
several constraints. Due to the close relationship with Dpmjet and FLUKA
the data structures for storing cross-section tables and counters can not change
significantly. Otherwise, motivated by the complexity of the event generation
program flow, one would have to face significant effort when ensuring correct
functionality after the modifications are in place. The other constraint is
to keep initialization time reasonably short, since in most applications the
generator will be used for single projectile-target combinations.
An on-demand scheme for the initialization appeared as the most reason-
able, i.e. inserting additional an initialization steps if a different projectile is
requested. The minimal modification to the data structures is the extension by
one dimension which index points to an unique projectile-target combination.
The advantage of a dimensional extension is that the compiler will detect all
indexing mismatches and reliably locate the places which need modification.
A set of routines is responsible for the switching between particle combina-
tions. A new common block POBEAM contains tables and variables which keep
track of the currently active particle combination, the maximum initialization
energy and the status of mapping. Some projectiles for which cross-sections
or other details of the interaction are not known can be "mapped" to known
particle combinations. For example, neutral kaon K0 interactions are treated
in the same way as K+ interactions, substituting its quark content us̄ with ds̄.
To retain the compatibility with the Dpmjet interface, this multi-projectile
extension does not involve changes of the user interface. The typical initial-
ization chain
1. CALL PHO_INIT(), initialize default parameters
2. CALL PHO_SETPAR(1,...), set particle on side 1
3. CALL PHO_SETPAR(2,...), set particle on side 2
4. CALL PHO_EVENT(-1,...), calculate cross-sections
5. CALL PHO_EVENT(>0,...), generate event
is therefore unaltered, but the responsibilities of the subroutines have shifted.
Instead calculating the cross-section up to the energy of the current projectile-
target combination when calling PHO_EVENT(-1,...), only the global maxi-
mum of
√
s is stored. Later the cross-sections are calculated during the first
event generation call PHO_EVENT(>0,...) for the current projectile-target par-
ticle combination. If during the event generation loop an external program
calls PHO_SETPAR to change the projectile, the event generation call detects the
change and checks if the tables for this particular combination exist in memory
in the subroutine PHO_SETPCOMB (set particle combination). If yes, the common
block variable IDXMPAR, the current combination index, is set to the appropri-
ate value and the event generation continues. In the contrary case the code
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locates a free index, loads parameters and writes the cross-sections in the com-
mon blocks which depend on IDXMPAR. This approach has the advantage, that
switching between the particle combinations after they have been initialized is
instantaneous and there is no need to change external interfaces. The changes
are propagated into Dpmjet by including the POBEAM common block and by
extending the dimension of the directly accessed arrays.
7.4 Modifications for cascades and very high en-
ergies
7.4.1 Proton-proton cross-sections
As outlined in section 7.2, a Monte Carlo generator for cascade codes is subject
to certain requirements. A stricter requirement is the ability to extrapolate to
ultra-high energies above hundreds of TeV in center-of-mass. Figure 7.1 shows
a comparison of total, elastic, inelastic and diffractive cross-sections between
the old and the new Phojet versions. The same result applies to Dpmjet
since it uses Phojet tables.
The internal cross-section model is fitted to data using a modified version
of the D507 least-squares minimization routine from the CERNLIB program
library 18. The free parameters of the fit are a set of Regge theory parameters,
such as the pomeron and the reggeon intercept, the couplings and the slopes.
Although the old fit program has performed relatively well, it can not compete
with the flexibility and the performance in simultaneous fitting of multiple
parameters of a true minimizer, such as Minuit19. The main advantage is that
the minimization function, the individual weights and the graphical represen-
tation of the results can be viewed and modified in a single work-flow, instead
of the classical approach of creating textual input control cards, running the
fit, saving the output and parsing the file with some graphical tool. The mod-
ifications of importance weights and the inclusion or exclusion of experimental
data can be set during run-time.
The goal of the fit is not meant to find the global minimum. It can be
seen more as a method to weight the importance of various, more complex,
interdependencies inside the full model according to trends and the absolute
measures in their appropriate units. For example, assume that the parameters
of the hard (QCD) cross-section are fixed. Theory predicts that the energy
behavior of this minijet cross-section is steeper then the observed power-law
behavior of the total and inelastic cross-sections. Due to the conservation of
unitarity in the eikonal approach, the steep rise is compensated by higher-order
corrections, such as multiple partonic interactions or multiple soft pomeron
exchanges. By fitting the free model parameters to data, the amount of these
18http://cernlib.web.cern.ch/cernlib/
19Original source http://www.cern.ch/minuit and its Python wrapper iMinuit https:
//github.com/iminuit/iminuit
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Figure 7.1: Total, elastic, inelastic, diffractive cross-sections and the elastic
slope. Solid lines correspond to the new model and dashed to the old Phojet.
Lower energy data are taken from a compilation published in [50]. Data points
at LHC energies are from [136, 25, 131, 11, 91]
corrections is fixed for one certain set of non-free parameters, in this case the
QCD parameters. There is therefore typically more than one minimum. Due
to complexity of the Monte Carlo program, these corrections must necessarily
propagate to the relevant final state distributions since constraints, such as
phase-space limitations, are only effective during event generation.
The fit result in Figure 7.1 reveals the following information:
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• the behavior of the cross-sections is smooth and is compatible with
Regge-type power-law behavior,
• the total cross-section, returned by the model’s subroutines, is properly
normalized to measures in millibarn and fits into experimental trends,
• the abundance of the contributing scattering processes, such as the vari-
ous diffractive topologies, the elastic or the inelastic scattering is realistic.
After each change of model components concerning either the QCD part or
formulas involved in cross-section calculations, a new set of parameters has to









































Figure 7.2: Total cross-sections of supported projectile-target combinations in
Phojet. Data points are taken from a compilation published in [50].
The original version of Phojet does not ship with parameter sets for pion-
proton or kaon-proton interactions. Dpmjet contained a work-around type of
implementation, where mesons behave according to the proton parameters with
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the exception of a modified valence quark content. The FLUKA code does not
make use this feature and instead falls back to its internal two-string model,
which is insufficient to describe particle interactions at very high energies above
10 - 100 TeV in laboratory frame.
Together with the multi-particle extension, Phojet and Dpmjet contain
new sets of parameters for the following projectile-target combinations: pp, np,
nn, pp̄, π±p, K±p, K±n, K0p, K0n, Λp, Σ−p. The Figure 7.2 shows a compi-
lation of the fit results. Since high-energy data are not available for most of
the projectiles, the parameter sets are derived from the results of the pp and pp̄
fits with a modified low-energy part. At low energies the highest contribution
to the total cross-section comes from effective Reggeon exchanges. Fitting just
the pomeron-particle coupling gP,0 and the reggeon-particle coupling gR,0 on
the non-proton side plus the Reggeon intercept αR turned out to be sufficient
in most cases.
For obtaining good fits to pion-nucleon cross-sections without running into
issues with negative eigenvalues of the two-channel matrix, the effective reso-
nance mass in the two-channel low-mass diffraction formalism has to be lowered
from 1.1 GeV to 0.5 GeV.
7.5 New parton density functions
The calculation of the QCD (see Eq. (7.2)) cross-section relies on parameter-
izations of the longitudinal momentum distributions of the partons inside the
hadron. These functions are called parton density functions (PDFs). For the
calculation of inclusive cross-sections, such as σ(pp→ cc̄), they are a key ingre-
dient for the determination of shapes and normalizations. Typically the codes
return fqf (x,Q) the probability to find a gluon or quark with flavor qf , the
fraction of the total hadron momentum x at a virtuality scale Q. Phojet con-
tains QCD matrix-elements only at leading order, as all of the general purpose
Monte Carlo programs. Higher-order radiative corrections are approximated
with virtuality ordered parton showers as in Pythia 6.x.
PDFs exhibit constraints by experiment only in limited kinematical do-
mains. These domains depend on the type of the experiment, the projectile
and target combination and the capability of the detectors to resolve certain
inclusive processes. The small-x region, probed by HERA and LHC, can only
be observed through the measurement of the exclusive J/Ψ production at high
rapidities [51]. In cosmic-ray applications, where interaction energies can reach
1021 eV, very small x become important. Figure 7.4 shows the range of partonic
x values as a function of the interaction energy, calculated using the inequality
ŝ = x1x2s ≥ 4p2⊥. At very high energies the PDF library has to extrapolate
down to values x ∼ 10−9, seriously restricting the choice of suitable sets. A
review on the topic of parton distributions can be found in [51].
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19. Structure functions 11
Figure 19.3: Kinematic domains in x and Q2 probed by fixed-target and collider
experiments. Some of the final states accessible at the LHC are indicated in
the appropriate regions, where y is the rapidity. The incoming partons have
x1,2 = (M/14 TeV)e
±y with Q = M where M is the mass of the state shown in
blue in the figure. For example, exclusive J/ψ production at high |y| at the LHC
may probe the gluon PDF down to x ∼ 10−5.
sections) calculated with the full mQ dependence, with the all-order resummation of
contributions via DGLAP evolution in which the heavy quarks are treated as massless.
The ABM analysis uses a FFNS where only the three light (massless) quarks enter the
evolution, while the heavy quarks enter the partonic cross sections with their full mQ
dependence; transition matrix elements are computed, following [53], which provide the
boundary conditions between nf and nf +1 PDFs. The GM-VFNS and FFNS approaches
yield different results: in particular αs(M
2
Z) and a large-x gluon PDF at large Q
2 are
both significantly smaller in the FFNS. It has been argued [36,37,60] that the difference
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Figure 7.4: Domains of x relevant for the minijet cross-section calculation for
different values of pcutoffT . Figure by R. Engel.
7.5.1 Choosing a PDF for very high energy applications
In the current landscape of particle physics dozens of different PDF sets and
libraries are available. Typically PDFs are distributed as a numerical grid file
and an interpolation program, such as the popular LHAPDF 520. At the time




of these sets are variations within the same family, there is still a remarkable
number of distinct set families available and it is not a priori clear how to
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Figure 36. Same as figure 29, but now comparing NNPDF3.0 LO, NLO and NNLO PDFs.
PDF errors, which only includes uncertainties due to the data and the methodology (recall
section 4.3, especially figure 11). As these become increasingly small, however, an estimate
of the theoretical uncertainty related to missing higher perturbative orders becomes more
and more important.
While a full study of these uncertainties is beyond the scope of this work, we may
provide a first estimate by simply studying the variation of each individual PDF when
going up one order: this must be taken as an order-of-magnitude estimate for the time
being, as a detailed estimate of the impact of this shift on the predictions for physical
processes would involve a study of the way perturbative corrections to different processes
are correlated [160, 161]. In the remainder of this section, we will refer to the uncertainty
related to missing higher orders as “theory uncertainty”, while we will call PDF uncertainty
the standard uncertainty as discussed on section 4.3, which only includes the uncertainty
from the data and the methodology.
In figure 37 the relative shift in the central values of the NNPDF3.0 PDFs at Q2 =
104GeV2 when going from LO to NLO (normalized to the NLO) is compared to the PDF
uncertainty at the two orders. This shift may be viewed as the LO theory uncertainty, and
thus likely an upper bound to the NLO theory uncertainty. It is clear that at LO theory
uncertainties are dominant essentially everywhere, and especially for the small-x gluon and
the medium and small-x quarks, as also apparent from figure 36.
The shifts when going from NLO to NNLO (normalized to the NNLO) are shown in
figure 38. At this order, the theory uncertainty becomes smaller than the PDF uncertainty,
thereby suggesting that their current neglect is mostly justified. However, is also apparent
that theory and PDF uncertainties may become comparable in some important cases, like
– 83 –
Figure 7.5: Comparison of the gluon distribution in NNPDF3.0 for different
perturbative orders of the evolution [32].
I) The multiplicity of minimum-bias events at LHC is already dominated by
gg interactions at x values between 10−4 − 10−6 [89]. At higher energies
where the differences between the sets are becoming larger even smaller
values down to 0−9 are probed. The grid files and the interpolators have
to be capable to extrapolate smoothly down to smaller x as far possible,
even if no constraints from data exist.
II) Since the QCD calculations in the Monte Carlo are using leading-order
(LO) matrix-elements, th PDF needs also to be at LO, i.e. evolved us-
ing LO DGLAP splitting functions. This argument originates from the
approach how the parton densities are obtained from fits to data using
DGLAP evolution at a certain fixed order [122]. The fit relies on the
fact that the higher order matrix elements are present in the calcula-
tion, meaning that the minimization is strictly valid only in this case.
In practice the differences between using LO or NLO in a general pur-
pose Monte Carlo might be not large, since an event generator can be
often re-tuned to reproduce minimum-bias or underlying event distribu-
tions. Various tuning experiments for the evaluation of PDFs with the
PYTHIA 8 Monte Carlo are summarized in [89]. Another counterin-
tuitive consequence of higher-order PDFs is that densities can become
negative as demonstrated in Figure 7.5. NLO or NNLO matrix-elements
compensate this fact due to alternating signs of corrections, while in a
LO interpretation this behavior is unphysical and certainly produces un-
expected behavior in Monte Carlo generators.
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III) A purely technical requirement is the availability of the interpolation
program as a stand-alone code. In case the event generator is embedded
in a larger framework, such as FLUKA or CORSIKA, linking with e.g.
LHAPDF would introduce additional dependencies and version conflicts.
The additional effort for maintenance over a typical major version life-
time of ca. 10 years should therefore be avoided where possible.
After filtering the list of available post-Tevatron models according to the
above criteria, only four suitable PDF sets remain:
1. CTEQ-TEA (CT) 14 LO [57]: successor of CT09, includes LHC data,
2. CTEQ-TEA (CT) 09 MCS [94]: successor of popular CTEQ6 PDFs, uses
pseudo-data from NNLO calculations,
3. GJR 08 VF (LO) [72]: successor of GRV98, specially designed for small-x
applications, uses latest HERA and Tevatron data,
4. GRV 98 LO [71]: dynamical parton distributions with emphasis on small-
x physics, achieved good prediction of J/Ψ production at HERA
5. NNPDF 3.0 (LO) [32]: flexible parametrization, derived from neural-
network minimization, high attention to error bands and statistics.
There is a surprisingly high competition between researchers in providing
PDF sets and deriving uncertainties. The sets listed above have slightly differ-
ent goals. The neural-network PDF Collaboration (NNPDF) attempts to be
"free of model bias" as far as possible by using cubic Hermite polynomials for
interpolation instead of assuming more model motivated functional forms. In
the CTEQ family of PDFs the traditional parameterization for each flavor is
xfa(x,Q0) = x
a1(1− x)a2Pa(x). (7.1)
Pa is smooth and slowly varying, chosen as an exponential of a polynomial
in x or
√
x in previous analyses or as polynomial in
√
x in the more recent
analyses. This approach is guided by Regge behavior for x→ 0 and by quark
counting rules for x→ 1. On the other hand, the parametrization in NNPDF
does not impose such strict constraints on smoothness and gains the advantage
to achieve a better global goodness of fit. Outside of experimentally covered
domains this approach can lead to some sort of substructure (wiggles), which
are neither expected nor excluded by theory. When the total uncertainty of the
sets is taken into account the differences between the sets diminish and all sets
tend to produce smooth bands. Although NNPDF3.0 significantly improved
the smoothness of the central value compared to NNPDF2.3, it is still not as
smooth as the CT family. Since Phojet calculates a numerical integral over
the entire phase-space of the PDF’s central value during each initialization, it
can lead to problems with precision due to the fixed integration step-size on the
relatively coarse, performance optimized grid. Phojet and similar generators
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do not make use of PDF uncertainties, thus preference should be given to a
set with a robust central value prediction rather than sophisticated error band
estimations.
Concluing from the arguments above, the CT14 leading-order PDF set is
well suited for application in general purpose Monte Carlo generators at very
high energies, such as LHC, FCC and cosmic rays.
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Fig. 5 Parton densities at x = 0.001 and Q2 = 4GeV2 versus impact parameter b were obtained from a
combined least-squares fit to the HERA collider and EIC pseudo data in LO approximation: relative densities
(lower row) and their values at bx = 0 for the unpolarized sea quark parton densities of a unpolarized proton
(left), a transversely polarized proton (middle), and the unpolarized gluon parton density of a unpolarized
proton (right), its value is rescaled by a factor 0.19. Figure is taken from [180].
cedure to improve the GPD framework of global fitting, developed in [57; 59; 58], where in future also
information on elastic and gravitational (or generalized) form factors will be employed. Technically,
the Mellin-Barnes integral representation allows for a simple implementation of such constraints and,
moreover, numerically efficient and robust routines can be written.
New experiments with dedicated detectors are planned at COMPASS II and JLAB@12GeV, which
will fill the kinematical gap between HERMES and H1/ZEUS experiments as well as between previous
JLAB@6GeV and HERMES experiments. In particular it is expected that the high-luminosity exper-
iments at JLAB will provide a large and high precision data set which will be very important for a
global GPD analysis. It is worth to mention that having a transverse polarized target at COMPASS
would allow to address the sea quark and gluon content of the GPD E and this provides a model
dependent access to the angular momentum of these parton species. Proposed electron-proton/ion
scattering experiments such as the Large-Hadron-Electron-Collider at CERN [194] and a Electron-Ion-
Collider (EIC) [195] would allow to measure exclusive processes in the very small-xB region and in the
small-xB region for polarized target. In particular the potential of DVCS measurements on an EIC has
been studied in more detail [180] and revealed that one can access besides the GPD H also the GPD
E. In Fig. 5 the model dependent imagining is sketched, where it was assumed that t-dependence is
the same for all SO(3)-PWs. It should be also emphasized that besides time-like DVCS measurements
at JLAB also J-PARC (Japan Proton Accelerator Research Complex) offers the possibility to study
GPDs in time-like DVMP. As argued in [196], also pure hadronic reaction might be interesting for
phenomenology. Another interesting possibility is to access GPDs in hard exclusive processes that are
measured in neutrino experiments, see discussions in [197; 198; 199; 200; 201], which allow for a flavor
separation in weak DVCS experiments. DVCS and DVMP experiments with a neutron target [45]
provides another possibility to address the problem of flavor separation. These deeply virtual processes
can be also measured with a nuclei target, which has its own interest.
Finally, let us emphasize that the GPD analysis of present and future measurements is much more
intricate as for inclusive processes and that we already witnessed over interpretations of measurements,
driven by the wish to address the two main goals of GPD phenomenology. Surely, to provide a GPD
interpretation of high precision data, expected in the future, one should not only be able to describe
data rather one needs models that can be considered as realistic and respect also positivity constraints.
This problem can be only overcome in the wave function overlap representation, where duality can be
used to obtain the complete GPD from a diagonal parton overlap. Although some work has been done
in this direction [73; 96; 97], such models are at present not flexible enough for fitting. In principle,
Figure 7.6: Parton densities at x = 0.001 and Q2 = 4 GeV2 versus mpact
parameter b were obtained from a combined least-squares fit to the HERA
collider and EIC pseudo data in LO approximation: relative densities (lower
row) and their values at bx = 0 for the unpolarized sea quark parton densities
of a unpolarized proton (left), a transversely polarized proton (middle), and
the unpo r zed gluon parton density of a unpolarized proton (right), its value
is rescaled by a factor 0.19. Figure is taken from [102].
In the recent years some significant progress has been made in determining
the transverse partonic structure of nucleons in deeply virtual Compton scat-
tering (DVCS) and deeply virtual meson production (DVMP). This research
is guided by two main branches of interests [102]:
• understand the spin decomposition of the proton in partonic degrees of
freedom and
• understand the partonic density in the transverse degree of freedom.
Traditional PDFs, in the so called infinite momentum frame, describe only the
distributions of longitudinal parton momenta. They apply only in the case
where p̂‖  p̂⊥ and lack the detail in the description of soft, peripheral par-
tons. This p cture impli s at the proton in e turbative QCD is point-lik
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and has no transverse extension. As we know from elastic scattering or angu-
lar correlation studies this is at all energies not true. This approximation is
sufficient if an inclusive hard high-pT process is of interest, such as the creation
of Higgs-bosons in gg fusion or weak boson production. To be able to simu-
late realistic final states with multiple partonic interactions or nuclei involved,
all minimum-bias and cosmic ray generators assume a functional form for the
transverse extension of the nucleon as a function of energy. Motivated from
elastic scattering experiments, these functional forms resemble either the elec-
trical appearance of the nucleon by using dipole form factors or some strong
matter blob by using gaussian or exponential shapes. Until now, an unambigu-
ous partonic picture of elastic or diffractive scattering has not yet emerged.
Compared to the history of traditional PDFs, the GPD theory and exper-
iments are very new. On the theoretical site, sufficient model understanding
and working mathematical frameworks seem present. However, their model
character requires a much larger set of data in more kinematical domains, be-
fore any competitive global GPD analysis can be carried out. As a vision and
the hope to be able to describe exclusive states, finally bridging perturbative
and non-perturbative QCD, GPDs are prominent candidates but they are not
yet there.
7.5.3 New standard PDF for Phojet
Before the start of the LHC Run-II several groups released updated sets incor-
porating LHC Run-I data. As argued above, minimum-bias events do not
depend very strongly on the absolute choice of the PDF and many of its
features can be absorbed into parameter retuning. First of all, because the
absolute value of hard QCD cross-section strongly depends on the free pcutoffT
parameter and second, because details of partonic final states are smeared out
by hadronization and final state radiation in later steps of event generation.
Choosing a high-quality PDF is still not meaningless, since the behavior of
the energy-dependent pcutoffT strongly influences the multiplicity of minijets at
cosmic-ray energies. In this sense, incorporating the latest PDF can be seen
as additional guidance by data.
After the CTEQ-TEA group published the CT14 LO set, the choice fell
strongly in favor of it. The equivalent competitor NNPDF3.0, although suit-
able for this application, produced numerical inaccuracies using the central
value. The GJR sets were not yet exposed to LHC data and could therefore
be of smaller value. As it can be seen in Figure 7.7, the up-quark distribu-
tions are vastly similar. Down-quarks in CT14 gained some substructure at
x ∼ 10−2 and are significantly lower compared to its predecessor CT09 and
the dynamical PDFs. The CTEQ-TEA group argues that to a large extent the
measurements of the W -boson’s charge asymmetry lead them to this result
[57].
Another advantage of the CT sets is the smaller gluon density at very small
x when compared with GJR. Although the accuracy of both results is ques-
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Figure 7.7: Candidate parton densities at low Q2 ∼ p̂2T,min.
tionable without appropriate data, fewer soft gluons are an advantage when
extrapolating to high energy, since the model needs to correct less for phase-
space limitations and realizable final states.
At higher virtualities Q2 the differences between the CT14 and CT09 or
GJR08 and GRV98 vanish, respectively. This is due to the fact, that at higher
virtualities perturbation theory fully applies and the DGLAP equations be-
come exact. The similarity between GRV98 or GJR08 stems from the way
how the dynamical PDF is constructed. Its behavior is determined by the
choice at a small initial virtuality scale Q0 = 0.5 GeV and then evolved using
DGLAP.
The net effect on minimum-bias distributions at LHC is demonstrated in
Figure 7.8. Charged particle pseudo-rapidity distributions in the central part
of the detector show an increase in multiplicity by more than 10% when going
back from CT14 to CT09. On the other hand the average transverse momen-
tum as a function of multiplicity does not show any significant change. These
and other observations confirm what has been already claimed by the Pythia
8 group [89], that although the differences can be big, in most cases, they can
be absorbed by re-tuning of parameters.
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Figure 7.8: Effect due to the change of PDF on charged particle minimum-bias
distributions in Phojet using a tune for CT14. The CT09MCS distributions
are generated with parameters of the CT14 tune. Measurements performed by
ATLAS [3].
7.6 Insight in the energy dependence of the hard
cross-section through LHC data
In the old version of Phojet the pcutoffT , defining the perturbative scale, grows
with energy as a function of log
√
s. This purely phenomenological parametriza-
tion is motivated by the fact, that at very high energies at tens or hundreds
of TeV in center-of-mass frame, the dense partonic matter in the interaction
region prevents the scattered partons from escaping without re-scattering or
additional interactions. It is not clear anymore that scatterings resulting in a
pT ∼ 2.5 GeV can be considered as perturbative processes. In fact, there is
no unambiguous guidance from theory what is a sufficiently high transverse
momentum and where the separation between the technical terms "soft" and
"hard" lies.
7.6.1 Hard cross-section and multi-parton interactions
The need to find a robust approach to this question stems from the energy

















where x1, x2 are the longitudinal momentum fractions of the incoming partons
i, j, Q the virtuality or the momentum transfer of the process, σi,j→k,l the
leading-order QCD matrix elements, and fi, fj the density (PDFs) of flavor i
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partons in the incoming particle on side 1 and j for the other particle, respec-
tively. This equation makes use of the factorization theorem, since the density
of partons is independent of the process and since there are no correlations
between side 1 and 2 (no convolution of fi with fj). Clearly, since there is no
dependence on the impact parameter, the partons are assumed to be localized
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Figure 7.9: QCD cross-section compared with σtot in pp collisions for different
values of pT cutoff.
When looking at Figure 7.9 the next question is obvious: Why does the
cross-section for a subset of scattering processes in a fraction of the phase-
space exceeds the total interaction cross-section σtot?
The most common explanation for this behavior are multiple partonic in-
teractions withing one hadronic collision (MPI). The integral (7.2) returns the
cross-sections for the sum over all initial and final state pairs of partons. The






This number emerges from a very simplified picture and can be considered at
most as an upper limit for the case where all scatterings occur uncorrelated.
From the theoretical point of view, there is still no unified description since
the transverse structure of the nucleon at high energies is not well understood.
Models in Monte Carlo generators, although based on the ideas above, achieve
a higher detail due the direct influence on energy conservation and phase-space
limitations. Shifting to explicit impact parameter dependence allows them to
predict experimentally observable quantities, such as the jet-pedestal effect in
the underlying event of hard collisions [127, 126, 34].
Although significant progress has been achieved in the past years, the event
generator tunes obtained from comparisons with Tevatron data, were not per-
forming too well and needed significant re-tuning to be able to describe LHC
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underlying event data.
In Phojet the number of multiple interactions is derived from the expan-
sion of the exponential series of the eikonal (see chapter 6). The absolute value
of σQCD, governed by the free choice of PDFs and the energy dependence of
pcutoffT , is therefore a crucial ingredient for describing LHC data where MPI are
evident.
7.6.2 New energy dependence of transverse momentum
cutoff
Due to the lack of guidance on the value of pcutoffT from first principles, the choice
for a new parametrization fell on predictions from the phenomenological dipole-
model. In their studies of small-x physics and saturation effects the authors
of [73] propose that the transition between the "soft" and the "hard" regime
has an energy dependence proportional to




The new energy dependence of the cutoff in Phojet contains more degrees of































Figure 7.10: Three different choices of the pcutoffT in a Golec-Biernat-Wusthoff
type parametrization.
The following study demonstrates the effect of parameter variations inside
Eq. (7.5). For three different choices of the cutoff behavior, illustrated in Fig-
ure 7.10, Phojet has been retuned by fitting the cross-section model to data.
All three cases in Figure 7.11 represent satisfactory descriptions of data. Most
differences appear at very high energies and in single diffraction at SPS en-
ergies. Another feature is the behavior of the total cross-section for a small
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Figure 7.11: Cross-section fits in Phojet according to three choices of the
pcutoffT behavior. See Figure 7.1 for data references.
cutoff in the upper left panel of Figure 7.11. The functional form approaches a
straight line rather than a curved power-law. Related to the ln2 (s) expectation
of the Froissart bound [39], the model becomes guided by unitarity contraints.
The most obvious effect of MPI activity is the growth of the pseudo-rapidity
plateau, sketched in Figure 7.12. At LHC energies one can therefore expect
significant change of pseudo-rapidity distributions due to the violation of Feyn-






Figure 7.12: Higher values of σQCD should produce a higher MPI activity and
therefore a stronger increase of multiplicity in the central region.
Figure 7.13: Charged particle pseudo-rapidity densities at 7 TeV for two dif-
ferent phase-space cuts. Measurement by ATLAS [3].
Figure 7.13 confirms the expectation, that the variation of the pcutoffT pro-
duces different scaling behaviors of the pseudo-rapidity plateau. With the
higher cut on pT > 500 MeV, the left panels emphasize the role of hard inter-
actions. In the right panels, where the lower cut on pT permits more particles
from the fragmentation of soft strings to contribute, the effect is milder.
The distributions in Figure 7.14 include very forward scattered particles.
They confirm that the effect from the variation of hard cross-section is indeed
limited to the central phase-space. In the left panel the particle density at
TOTEM rapidities is practically unchanged. The measurement in the right
panel, the range in rapidity without particles (gap) counted from the edge of
the detector acceptance, is sensitive to various classes of diffractive scattering,
in particular single diffraction. Although the diffractive cross-sections in the
three model version slightly differ (central left panel in Figure 7.11), Phojet
doesn’t show any statistically significant differences. The complexity of diffrac-
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Figure 7.14: Examples of more forward distributions: (left panel) Combined
CMS+TOTEM measurement over 7 units of pseudo-rapidity [47] and ATLAS
measurement of forward gap size in diffractively enriched events [4].
tive final states in the model can easily smear out subtle parameter variations.
Together with new cross-section fits and the new energy behavior, Phojet
Figure 7.15: Distribution of the number of soft and hard pomeron cuts with
new pcutoffT model and updated cross-section fits.
obtains a new distribution of MPI as shown in Figure 7.15. In addition, a
more balanced choice of other parameters, in particular of those related to the
triple-pomeron vertex, resulted in a smoother, feature-less behavior.
7.7 Dpmjet vs. LHC data
For an event generator which was not maintained for more than 12 years, Pho-
jet (and Dpmjet) performed very well in comparisons with LHC minimum-
bias data at 0.9, 2.3 and 7 TeV. In this section, Phojet and Dpmjet were
are used as synonyms, since all data comparisons are made for pp collisions.
The two major problems were a low particle multiplicity in the central region
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and the lack of very high multiplicity events (Nch > 100). A longer investiga-
tion revealed a truncation of the MPI probability distribution as the origin of
the multiplicity deficit. A mechanism in Phojet’s subroutine PHO_SAMPRB pre-
vented the program running from out of array dimensions by rejecting states
with too many soft and hard pomeron cuts. However, the arrays were dimen-
sioned too little for very high energies. Increasing array dimensions repaired
most of the distributions and revealed a "black disk like" curvature of the
multiplicity probabilities (see chapter 6).
Very extensive comparisons with the majority of LHC minimum-bias data
taken by all of the experiments have been performed. The program Monte
Carlo ValiDation (MCVD) (see section A.7), generates a 40-page PDF file,
with up to 8 comparison graphs per page. It gives more detailed comparisons
of the models performance with respect to the various phase-space cuts of the
experiments. Here, only a few a small selection of graphs can be discussed
and it is beyond the scope of this chapter to present an extensive comparative
study.
Transverse momentum related distributions are shown in Figure 7.16. The
relatively high cut on pT > 500 MeV focuses the particle selection more on
those which come from hard scatterings. At smaller multiplicities the average
pT in the upper plots is well described by the old and new models. In the old
model, the lack of high multiplicity events decreases the average pT because
events with a high number of MPI are cut away. The lower plots show the
pT distribution in the whole pseudo-rapidity acceptance of ATLAS |η| < 2.5.
The measurement has an impressive dynamic range of 9 orders of magnitude.
The generators describe sufficiently well the pT . The performance of the old
model is remarkable and it took some effort to reproduce it with the updated
model, since the updated version tends to overshoot at higher pT when used
with CT14 PDFs.
More forward distributions, as those in Figure 7.17, could be improved
by re-adjusting the hard cross-section, the PDFs and MPI probabilities. In
terms of cascade physics, the LHCb experiment is still rather central. The cut
pT > 200 MeV biases the selection towards events containing hard scatterings.
Therefore, the improved central multiplicities influence positively the forward
distributions as well.
The pseudo-rapidity distributions in the left panels of Figure 7.18 are reason-
ably well described by both versions. Since ALICE’ time-projection-chamber
(TPC) can efficiently measure down to very low transverse momenta. This
measurement is very sensitive to the production of particles with very small
pT , since the cross-section for higher transverse momenta is exponentially sup-
pressed (compare with Figure 7.16). In this slice of the phase-space the old and
the updated model perform very similarly. A significant deviation is visible
at the tail of multiplicity distributions for previously discussed reasons. The
multiplicity zero-bin is very difficult to describe. It incorporates information
about diffraction, gap survival probability and in addition to the width of the
pT distribution.
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Figure 7.16: (top) Average transverse momentum vs multiplicity and (bottom)
charged-particle transverse momentum distributions. Dpmjet III 3.0-6 is the
last public version and the other is the new version. ATLAS data [3].
Figure 7.19 demonstrates the qualities of this family of generators. Lorentz-
invariant cross-sections are an important quantity. They combine the precision
of the cross-section model together with soft and hard ranges of the transverse
momentum distributions, instead of just the shapes. The data on this plot
spans four generations of colliders, from ISR to the LHC. Phojet and Dpmjet
both manage to describe the general features, however at higher pT , both
models tend to over-estimate the cross-section. If this is corrected for, by e.g.
increasing the pcutoffT or by reducing the k-factor, than it is not possible to do
it without sacrificing the precision in other places. On the other hand, the
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Figure 7.17: Comparison with forward multiplicity distributions at LHCb [133]
for a pseudo-rapidity bin and for a pT bin.
"soft" model parameters, like the width of the pT assignment or the critical
tension parameter in string fragmentation, are constant over the entire energy
range. Other models, where these parameters are constant suffer from similar
difficulties in the description across the entire energy range. In models like
Sibyll and epos many of these parameters are energy dependent, which make
the model more elastic, but also less predictive. Phojet and Dpmjet are in
this regard more conservative.
7.8 Discussion
Due to technical issues and model features the Monte Carlo event genera-
tors Phojet and Dpmjet could not be used recommended for calculations at
very high energies beyond several tens of TeV in center-of-mass frame. Cas-
cade and air-shower simulations for astroparticle physics were either limited
by the covered energy range or by the lack of the possibility to treat secondary
interactions within the same run of the program. The limitation of a single
projectile-target combination per program initialization has been removed by
modifying the way how cross-section tables and counters are stored. The new
on-demand initialization scheme, or multi-particle extension, can store up to
20 particle combinations, switching between them in run-time without perfor-
mance impact.
In light of new LHC data, the high energy behavior of the model has been
reviewed. The new experimental results helped to find an unphysical, technical
limitation, which was the origin of the lack of high multiplicity events. The
availability of results in various phase-space cuts simplified the choice for the
energy behavior of the pT cutoff. Precise measurements of the total and elastic
cross-section reduced the extrapolation ambiguity. The choice of a new stan-
dard PDF took a significant fraction of time, since many parameters needed
to be re-tuned when going from the old GRV94 to the more modern CT09 and
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Figure 7.18: (Left) Charged-particle pseudo-rapidity and (right) multiplicity
distributions for the INEL(astic) event selection. This measurement is for
pT > 0 MeV by ALICE [6, 5].
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Figure 7.19: Lorentz-invariant differential cross-section in mb/GeV−2.
later to CT14. Some additional tuning of fragmentation was also performed
to improve the description of NA49 data.
Dpmjet profited from all developments in Phojet. The model in its recent
state can be used in LHC, FCC and extensive air-shower simulations and, in
principle in all kinds of cascade codes. The modifications produced no penalty
on the execution speed. A crucial advantage of Dpmjet, compared to epos
for example, is the possibility to go as low as a few GeV per nucleon in the
simulation of hadronic and nuclear collisions.
Of course, like all hadronic interaction models, Phojet and Dpmjet are
far from being perfect. In particular Dpmjet would need a major overhaul of
the source code. This time the model was not rigorously tested against hadron-
nucleus and nucleus-nucleus data, but it was done after 2006 when data from
RHIC became available. There are still several unsolved questions regarding
the energy behavior of the hard cross-section, screening and saturation effects
(chapter 6). General tuning according to NA49 and NA61 fixed-target data
on vector mesons and nuclear targets has also to be performed. The baryon
Feynman-xF distributions are not as flat in the model as in the data. A
model of remnant excitation which improved the baryon distributions has been
implemented in the new Sibyll-2.3 [117]. It could be realized in Dpmjet
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without excessive effort. Some features which are in the FLUKA version of
the generator, such as chain fusion (color reconnection), could be ported back




This thesis discussed particle cascades in the atmosphere of the Earth and
hadronic interactions of relevance for these cascades. The two central problems
are an accurate simulation of the complex physics of particle cascades and a
reliable description of particle production in high-energy interactions.
The traditional semi-analytical approach suffers from a number of approx-
imations. To avoid these shortcomings a new framework, based on a matrix
form on cascade equations, has been developed in this thesis. It gains sev-
eral advantages compared to the integro-differential form of coupled cascade
equations by
• preserving all couplings between individual particle species,
• not requiring approximations regarding the density profile or the geom-
etry.
From studying the numerical stability, it was shown that under certain cir-
cumstances the equation system becomes stiff and the numerical integration
requires very small step-sizes. This happens when processes with very different
(time-) scales are coupled, i.e. when short-lived heavy flavor (prompt) hadrons
are explicitly treated as particle species of the atmospheric cascade.
A generic method for the reduction of stiffness, the resonance approxima-
tion, has been developed and implemented as part of this high-performance
solver of the matrix equations in a public open-source program MCEq. When
comparing the results to detailed Monte Carlo calculations, MCEq achieves
similar precision in inclusive flux calculations in a tiny fraction of time and
with no statistical errors.
The solver has been applied to study several aspects of hadronic interactions
in atmospheric cascades. We could confirm, that aside from the species which
were discussed in the literature, no additional species contribute significantly
to the flux. Conventional fluxes of leptons are dominated by decays of charged
pions and charged or neutral kaons, while at high-energies promptly decaying
particles are the main source of the fluxes. For neutrinos those include charged
and neutral charmed D mesons, but also ΛC baryons and charmed strange
Ds mesons. Muons can in addition originate from rare decays of unflavored
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mesons, mainly η and φ. The competition between their small branching ratio,
short-life time and abundant production results in a higher flux compared to
the channels including charmed mesons. The flux of atmospheric τ neutrinos
is purely prompt and originates from decays of Ds and mostly secondary τ
leptons.
By exploring the relevant phase-space for inclusive lepton production, it was
found that more than 40% of leptons originate from decays of particles which
have been produced at high Feynman xF > 0.4. The distribution of primary
cosmic ray energies that contribute to the production of leptons with a certain
energy is peaked at one order of magnitude higher energies with a long tail
towards higher values. Inclusive neutrinos require typically a twice as high
primary energy when compared to muons.
Precise atmospheric muon measurements were used to evaluate the calcula-
tion method using development versions of Sibyll-2.3. It has been shown, that
it is not only possible to obtain model corrections from studying accelerator
data, but also from atmospheric muon measurements. By fitting model pre-
dictions to a large set of data, it was possible to obtain comparable correction
factors for pion and kaon distributions, to those obtained from comparisons
with fixed-target data at lower energies.
By carrying out predictions for conventional atmospheric neutrinos using
different hadronic interaction models, large differences between the models
were confirmed. Depending on the energy, the predictions differ by up to
10-30%.
Calculations of the prompt flux with Dpmjet-III and Sibyll-2.3 lie withing
error bands of actual perturbative calculations. The variation between the
models is large, not exceeding an order of magnitude. However it has to be
accounted for an additional, similarly sized uncertainty from the composition
of the cosmic ray flux at ultra-high energies.
These large uncertainties motivated to improve the landscape of hadronic
interaction models that can be employed in simulations of particle cascades.
In this thesis Dpmjet-III, an event generator with sophisticated microscopic
models for hadronic and nuclear interactions, has been modified to fulfill the
missing requirements for cascade physics, including
• the possibility to switch between different projectile-target combinations
in run-time,
• smooth extrapolation proton-proton and meson-nucleon up to 1 PeV
center-of-mass using the internal models.
The model has been validated against an extensive set of data from accel-
erators, including the LHC. After applying corrections to the source code,
including a new behavior of the hard QCD cross-section and updating the
parton density functions, it was found that the generator can describe a large
fraction of LHC minimum-bias data with reasonable precision. However, a de-
viation from data persisted in charged-particle multiplicity distributions, i.e.
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the model produced too many high-multiplicity events while average particle
numbers were normal, pointing to a problem with the elastic impact parameter
amplitude. The question, if possibly the black disk limit has been reached at
the LHC, has been answered through an investigation using recent data from
the TOTEM experiment. A numerical analysis revealed that
• the black disk limit is not exceeded if the amplitude function is complex
and it respects the dip structure in elastic scattering,
• a purely real or simplified functional form for the amplitude would exceed
the black disc limit at the LHC,
• even if the limit is not exceeded, its proximity influences the multiplicity
distributions in the observed way.
This fact points to a general problem with multi-component eikonal models
that include a perturbatively calculated hard partonic cross-section. A solution
on a microscopic level would require drastic changes to fundamental physical
models of Dpmjet-III. As a central (detector) phenomenon this feature has
no significant influence on cascade related forward particle distributions, and
has to remain as an open question for a future investigation. Although some
general re-tuning was performed, nuclear data has been left out and will require
further parameter and model optimizations. A few issues can be found at
energies of fixed target experiments, in particular regarding baryon production
spectra. A deficit in inclusive muon calculations needs additional studies, as
well.
When the new version of Dpmjet-III is completed, it will be used in cal-
culations extending to lower energies and it can serve as full model in cas-
cade packages, such as FLUKA or CORSIKA. Calculations for FCC and LHC
will profit from the improved high-energy behavior and proper treatment of
secondary meson-nucleon interactions in the same theoretical framework. In
more precise astrophysical multi-messenger predictions of neutrino and photon
fluxes, Dpmjet-III can serve as a possibility to simulate nuclear interactions
in combination with photo-hadronic processes consistently.
The solution of atmospheric cascades using the matrix approach is to large
extent completed and the code is public. The applicability to other domains,
for example in efficient solvers for cosmic ray acceleration and transport prob-
lems, need to be investigated in detail by populating the energy loss terms.
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All software which can have multiple purposes are written and maintained as
standalone tools or libraries. In case a program or library reaches a stable, or
at least beta state, and it could be of interest to the community, it is declared
open source and published to a broader community. Typically numerical cal-
culations require a set of re-occurring "ingredients", for example a database of
particle properties or numerical models of cosmic ray spectra. The community
should feel free to use, modify or fork the tools according to their needs. In
this chapter the applications created for the astroparticle physics field of this
project are shortly introduced.
A.1 Package CRFluxModels
The collection of high-energy cosmic ray flux models has its origin in a part
of a previous work [62]. The idea behind the module was to create a unique
interface and centralize the published models in one place. It contains one
abstract base class which requires the definition of a single virtual method
nucleus_flux(corsika_id, E) in the derived class. The method is expected to
return the flux of protons or nuclei at the top of the atmosphere as a function
of their energy and the nucleus code according to the corsika air-shower
simulator [79]. The implementation of cosmic ray flux parameterizations is
not further restricted. Details about the included models can be found in
section 2.2.1 and the software documentation22.
A.2 Package ParticleDataTool
The package fulfills the task to convert proprietary particle codes into a com-
mon standard and to provide access to a database of particle properties, such
as mass, name and charge.
The class PYTHIAParticleData extracts particle properties from an XML









Figure A.1: (UML) Class diagram of the ParticleDataTool module.
parsed, filtered for information relevant for particle cascades and then con-
verted into a lightweight database based on Python dictionaries. To avoid
the parsing step at each initialization, the data structures are serialized on disc
using the pickle module.
The rest of the classes in this module implements particle code conversions.
The HEPEVT [23] common block is the de-facto standard for fortran and the
HepMC [54] interface for C++ based Monte Carlo generators. Although these
standards have been established in the early 90’s and 2000’s, respectively,
the event generators use proprietary internal particle codes for historical or
efficiency reasons. To conform with the standards and reduce error-prone code,
all MCEq related packages utilize the PDG Monte Carlo Particle Numbering
Scheme [106] as a common particle indexing code.
A.3 Package PyInteractionModels
This tool is a collection of event generator source codes together with their
standardized Python interfaces. The main goal is to provide an abstraction
layer between the Monte Carlo programs and other code which use the gener-
ators through the standardized interface. All of the cosmic ray Monte Carlos
are written in fortran 77 and which can be accessed from Python by us-
ing the program f2py [111]. The tool parses the sources, generates function
signatures and compiles a binary shared library with Python bindings. With
respect to the age of the fortran codes and their various coding styles, f2py
performs remarkably well without any issue.
At the moment of writing the program contains the following event gener-
ators:
• Sibyll-2.1 [64, 18],
• various development versions of Sibyll-2.2/2.3 [118, 117],
• QGSJet-01c [88],
• QGSJet-II-03 and QGSJet-II-04 [108],
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• DPMJET 3.06 [119],
• pythia 6.427 [124].
The basic interface contains classes for each interaction model based on derived
from three base classes:
• class MCRun: wrapper class for initialization in event loop for fixed-target
or collider kinematics at a single collision energy,
• class MCEvent: calculates typical collider variables, such as momenta,
pseudo-rapidity η, Feynman-xF,
• class CascadeRun: initialization at the highest energy for various projectile-
target combinations. The event loop expects to be called from the
SpectraForMCEq (see section A.4) package for fixed-target or collider kine-
matics at a single collision energy,
• class CascadeEvent: calculates the minimum amount of kinematic vari-
ables relevant for particle cascades in laboratory frame, i.e. E, pZ .
The goal of the inheritance structure is to read out the elementary kinematic
variables px, py, pz, E and m from the proprietary event common block in the
constructor of derived class. Then, the invocation of the base class constructor
calculates the more complex variables. Although written in Python the code
achieves very high performance by minimizing memory copy operations when
casting fortran arrays to numpy arrays.
A.4 Package SpectraForMCEq
The calculation of inclusive particle spectra for MCEq requires batch exe-
cution of event generators on general computing clusters. The task of this
management tool is to create input files for batch systems, to handle the gran-
ularity of parallel computing chunks, to maintain the integrity of the simulated
dataset and to re-submit missing or canceled calculations if necessary. The
common energy grid for MCEq is initially defined here.
The parallelization method is based on simple multiprocessing of similar
chunks of work. In each chunk a single event generator is run for a series
of energies and one projectile target combination. To obtain very smooth
distributions for rare (charm) particles at large xF ca. 2.5 million events per
energy point are necessary, requiring roughly 3500 CPUh to process. Smooth
pion and kaon spectra can be obtained with a factor of 100 less statistics. The
script writes the histograms on disk in a data structure indexed as a function
of projectile energy, projectile particle ID and secondary particle ID. After
verifying the integrity the chunks are merged into one big data structure and
converted in the appropriate matrix from for MCEq.
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A.5 Tool PythiaDecays
The inclusive spectra of decay products is simulated with the pythia 8.180
Monte Carlo [125]. The software is fully written in C++ and became one of
the baseline general purpose generators for collider physics during the LHC
Run-1, replacing the discontinued fortran version 6.428. The code is very
well documented23, including the mathematical details of its physical models
and parameters [124]. Here, it is used to simulate repeatedly the decay of all
kinds of unstable mesons for 2 · 107 times and to obtain a smooth distribution
of daughter energies. MCEq requires histograms of daughter energies and
rates for mother particles at each point in the energy grid. To avoid aliasing
or re-binning effects, the program follows this approach:
1. clear the particle stack,
2. put one hadron at rest on the stack and declare it unstable,
3. launch decay routine,
4. loop through stable daughters,
5. for each point of the energy grid, calculate the boost parameters, of the
primary particle β and γ
6. boost the four-vector of the daughter into this frame and fill its energy
into the corresponding histogram.
The data analysis framework ROOT24 is selected to represent the histograms,
since its serialization mechanisms are very easy to use inside C++ programs.
The calculation is split into several tens of jobs and carried out on a general
purpose cluster. The ROOT tree files of the individual jobs are merged into
one big file using the ROOT executable hadd and converted later into python
data structures for MCEq.
A.6 Package AcceleratorData
This Python package is a standardized database representation for a col-
lection of experimental data of any kind. It contains measurements of cross-
sections, multiplicities and all kinds of differential distributions. It is one of the
abstraction layers between mcvd (see next section) and the various formats
in which data points are published. Each set of points is derived from a base
class, which contains defines convenience functions. A command line tool is
provided to parse the files and to compile a database, based on Python dic-
tionaries. This relational database is stored on disk using the pickle module




Each set of data-points is accompanied by the official reference and, if ob-
tained from a web recourse, the URL of the original table.
A.7 MCVD - Monte Carlo ValiDation
The particle physics part in theses is mostly related to tuning and validation of
fortran based Monte Carlo event generators, in particular Phojet, Dpmjet
and Sibyll. As cosmic ray generators, they are covering a large span in
interaction energies starting as low as
√
s = 5-10 GeV up to several PeV in
center-of-mass or hundreds of EeV in laboratory frame. After each change to
the parameters or the models of a generator one wants to know at which part
of the phase-space the modifications are effective and that across the whole
energy range there are no unexpected results. Two tools are shared with the
astroparticle physics part, the Packages PyInteractionModels (section A.3) and
ParticleDataTool (section A.2).
The idea behind MCVD is to have a very efficient method to run a set
of Monte Carlo generators and to compare the obtained distributions with
experimental data. The event generators are internally very different, since
they have been created in a time, when the standardization of interfaces in
particle physics was not as common as now. To some extend the functionality







































Figure A.2: Abstraction in MCVD.
of abstraction, the separation of the interaction model code from the graphical
result representation, is sketched in Figure A.2. The responsibilities of The
library for visualization is the very versatile Python library matplotlib 26.
The multi-threaded execution is governed by Python’s Pool (of workers)




separate operating system process. This approach allows to load individual
instances of fortran libraries, since usually each library can be only im-
ported once per Python process. The execution performance increases by
the number of available cores. Before splitting individual runs into indepen-
dent threads, MCVD performs a scheduling optimization. A single run is
characterized by a set of settings, for example: Phojet, pp collisions, 7 TeV
center-of-mass, all particles with cτ < 10−10 s stable, only charged final states).
The scheduling optimization compares the settings of all requested histograms
and computes the distributions for those with equal settings in one run of the
event generator, reducing arithmetical computations of dependent variables to
a minimum.
The approach to re-run the generators spend CPU time, instead of storing
events to disk and run analysis software afterwards, is often more efficient.
In particular at high energies each event can contain tens of thousands of
particles, requiring gigabytes of space for a few thousand events.
The code has suffered from many modifications during its development and
is not yet in an appropriate shape for publication, but it is foreseen to share
it as Python alternative to other available programs.
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